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Preface 
This survey of the musi~l setting of th.e Mass will begin 
with the first polyphonic form as written by Guillaume de Ma= 
- .... 
eh~ut in 1304. It_ will be ~strieted to the Ordinary and the 
!.equiem. These are the portions of the Mass which :remain eon ... 
. . . 
stant in text but wilich _ha,ve been greatly affected musically" 
by varying influences outside the Roman Oa:tholie Church. 
.. - -· ~ . . 
It is not the purpose of this paper to trace the actual 
~iturgical us~ of the Roman __ Mass, nor is it intendeEl tbat it 
should di~cmss the many Protestant adaptations since the Re-
fonna.tion. 
It is desired tb.~t an understan~ be gained of the in-
fluence 'Which genera.l: cultural trends in music have ha.d upon 
the Mass. 
Since the scope of the subject is so great, only_music 
written by established composers recognized as the best re= 
- . . - . 
presentatives of their ew.n time will be considered • 
. . Unless text; ~hanges are . sp~oified, the liturgical text 
as authorized in the Missal is implied. 
-- - ... .. 
For. ~he sake of clarity', the following word concepts 
will be used: 
subjective: 
objective: 
culture: 
that whiCh is · ehla.racterlzad by personal 
attitudes, riOt Universal reason, and 'whish 
is· determined by .. the ·ago thro~h introspec-
tion iriflueneed by· Iidiid ·and emotions. 
that whiCh is inclusiVe, abstract, universal, 
and apart· fr6m personal· emotion~ 
the particular aesthetic and intellectual 
trends of civilization. 
• 
Chapter I 
The Historica1 Background of the Roman Mass 
The Mass is a solenm and intricate service of the Raman Oatho-
lie Rite which commemorates and mystically repeats the sacrifice 
of Christ upon the Cross. 
Although the concem of this p~p~r is with the music from the 
~th eentu17 to the pre~ent ~- a sh~rt _summary of the development of 
the Mass from ea~~ ch~s~~ty ~o th~ beginning of polyphE>nie 
writing will clarify its status at that time. 
- . .,. -
The new ab.r~sti~ .ab.urch bro11ght the _foundation of its future 
authorized service fran the Hebrew Liturgy. This f~rmative first 
- .. .. 
period of the young church began with the end of the persecution 
. ----- .. .. . -
of the christians and extended to the time of Pope Gregoty (590 -
' . - -·· ·-· . - . .. - ., . 
6e4 A.D.). During this time the cultul'&l. innuence was that of 
. -- - - . 
• 
~e Eastern paJ:"b_ of the Roman Empi~e. The language of the first 
two centuries was Greek. The African Pope Vietor I (190 ... 202 A.D.) 
-- .. ·- .. 
is believed to have been the first to use Latin, but tmtil the 8th 
- ¥ --- • ~ • -
century- Psalms were often stmg in Greek and lessons and prayel'S 
were _gi.ven in that l~guage. With th~ gradual change to the Latin, 
the rite acquired a _simplicity and terseness which bad been lack-
- ·- - -~ . . . -
i 
ing in the red'tillldancy of the Greek tongue. The nature of the rite 
. - . - - . 
did not alter immediately, but varying influences and ideas built 
. . ... ·- . -
it, bit by b-it, into its present form. 
The ear~ies~ _ chr.L~tian li turgr evolved around the unison sing-
ing of the Psalms. This is signifieant for several reasons. It 
was a survival of the same custom in the Hebrew religion. Because 
of the inclusive content of the Psalms, they were pertinent to every 
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phase of worship needs, and later became the foundation for the 
Proper of the Mass. All of tb.e people learned the Psalms. Even 
the less learned could easily commit them to memolj by associat-
ing the text w:t. th the melody • 
. ~. -~ .. -· - . 
As the need arose, .other phases of the liturgy- appeared., text 
and lJ1USic developed _i~- ~ose _ relati<:>nShip. Canticles, responses, 
vi.gi~e~ _w}lieh ~r~_ into , ~ _ ~onical holU's, the Lord's . Supper, 
the ()ffi?es al?-. grew f~?lll simple ~ee~ssity of holy men and congre-
gations fer ~. type of_ w~rship wllie1l ~EI: a common meaning for each 
of them. Sa~~ay even.~g_ :n~s b~gan to be_ prolonged until Sun-
day. Eventually- Sunday replaced Saturday as the recognized Holy 
·- - ~. - ~ 
Day of the week. 
_As early_ as ar~~d the ye~r 2~, T~rtup.ian ~ntions the pro-
e~dures of vigils, ~auds, _ ~d _ve~pe':s ~n the church of Carthage. 
Others were added by ascetic groups, and the observance of the church 
- --- . 
year had begun by the 4th century. These various contributions to 
the liturgy came fran_~ll_P.a~ of _the __ ch~sti.an wo~ld and evolved 
as a _eoJI!Pila'tiio~ __ of .tll~ contributio~ _of the total church, not as 
a Si:ngl:r concei~ed -~~e21. of __ on_e o.r of a ~ew influential church fa-
thers. This accounts . for much of its universal appeal and purpose .. 
In the 3.a:tte~ I!~t of ~ seco11~ (lEm.tury, tl:le Lord's Supper 
as_sumed; a pos~ tion o~ real ~mportance and by the time of S.t. Am-
brose of Milan (333 ... 391 A.D.) it was called Missa or Mass.1 The 
- •·· .. ·- ·-- -
vigil then became a se~ce ot preparation for the ca~chumens, 
-sep~ating_ the _two rites. We 8.1!. a.?-s() indebte<Lto_ ~rose for the 
philosophical and theological implications of the emphasis of the 
J.. See appendix A. 
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word 11saerifieett. Another contribution u.sually credited to the 
Ambrosian Rites is that of the four authentic church IOOdes. How-
ever, the Harvard,_ Dictioner.r ~f _Music tells us, "T.Jle Use of the 
term __ 1Ambrosian modes• for the_ four authentic church modes (indis-
'!iinction_fro~_ the. 1 Gre~orian• __ plagal modes) is without any histori= 
eal justification...... The earliest sources of Ambl.'Osian chant 
·- -··· , ... ·-. 
(11th century) contains chants in the plagal as well as in the au-
thentic modes.n2 
The _3~ c~llttn"Y bro':l~t an end to secret,. undergrou!lli meetings 
of the .. devout christians. Churches began to be erected, the ritual 
.. - . - --
l1Tas_ e:xp_~d~d, --~d 'tlle l1lllsic ac<?~mp~g _th~ _new fre~ wors~p be= 
~8Jne ~~:rt&nt• __ Af'!ier the Efi~?t _ o~ Constantine_ in 313 A.D., there 
was ~tter or~zrl.zati~~ ()f -~~turg;r, _<murch year, spiritual orders, 
~d other mat~r~_ ~:£'. wo~shi~. In"~~ Syrian Monasteries there arose 
the practise ~f an~;J?}l~nal sing~~ of ve::s~s before and after the 
Ps;ll:mS amiothe:r _l~tu~~cal_so~s. _ ~s~ too, lias inherited. from a 
similar_ procedure in :the ~~1:-~t Hebrew temple rites. St. Ambrose 
was _responsible f(;)r_ :tnt~ll.~~g -~h~_ ide~ to the western church in 
Milan and on to Rome. An0ther introduction to the Vest from the 
Orient -~--~he_h~~hly meli~at~e rendition O:f' an alleluia as a re-
frain in psalmody •. Often these melismas lasted more than several 
.... - .. .. -·· .. - . . . 
minutes, being ea.rri~. on. the la~t _ "a~ of the word alleluia.. It 
was ~one. ~S. ~ ~S.~riP!-i!>I1_ of praise ~d was ~elt to ~perc~de the 
use of~~ word_~· It was~ exu1t~~ion_of:mystic~_importance and 
elevation.. other inter~sting _ de~e1opm~ts to_ok .. place :iJa church his-
~:ty ~music a:t_this ~im~ ~~h _did_~t ~ect the~.Mass or its 
music. SOlll,e ideas led to abuses which had to be abated by the Lao-
2. The Harvard Dictionary of lfusie, page 25. 
dician Council e:r 380 = 3'81 A.n-~ 
To the end o£ tl:l.e .3rd century, the Orient and Occident used 
the same liturgy, and. u.sua.lly" the Greek language.. With the Edict 
o£ Constantine, liturgies began to develop as separate divisions 
in several localities. Small lecalities became associated 'With a 
central larger division and the large areas o£ Rome, Gaul, Milan, 
Mozarabia, and Great Britain (Celtic) controlled and organized the 
smaller prov:fces under their jurisdiction. From each e:r these se-
parate liturgies and their common antecedent, the Hebraic :rom, 
came contributiol'lS to the few remaining and stabilized forms au-
thorized and accepted even today in various parts of the world. 
It is well to thinkfor a bit of the place music held in the 
religious philosophy _of early christian civilizatiGB.. .Ear~ Philo-
sophical thought placed music in one of two eategories--=.seience or 
art. These who_ believed it a science allied it with ma.thematies. 
Those who oonsidered it an art were unable to e:xplain entirely its 
function or. the reaction of :m.a.n to its influence. Ma.ny- held it 
to be of divine erigj.n and- effect a others ascribed mesmeric forces 
to music and decried it as pagan magic. Among the neo-Pla tonists 
was Platinos (205 - 270) who lfLike Plato and Aristotle, ascribed 
considerable importance to music as a mral. influence but differed 
from them in regard to its efficacy more £rom the mligious stand-
point and less from the political. The Beautiful, according tohl.m, 
purifies the soul and leads it by degrees to. a contemplation of 
the Good. In. his philosophy, Music has a magical power capable, 
in keeping with its nat~e, of leadmg one towards either goed or 
evile In same respects it resembles prayer.u3 
3. Gustave Reese, Music in the .. Middle Ages, page 58. 
St. Augustine expressed irl his writings the prevalent belief 
that music was the mystica.J.. e:xpression of man's devotien te God, 
and could act as the intermediary between the two.. In this same 
vein, it was believed that musie could plan an important p.art in 
the conversion of heathens, through emotional inf'luenee, and threugh 
participation in the services. As a matter of fact certain attri= 
butes were accorded to musical eXpression, and terms developed to 
describe music as it progressed in two seemingly different direc-
tiEms. These terms which began to have more and more meaning were 
"musica mundanaJt and "musica humanatt. 'We can better understand the 
signifieanee of each by referring ·to the following statement of 
Boethie. Boethius in De Institutione Musiea describes the Etfeet 
of mllBie on man. »Musica Dllllldana is expressed in the motion of 
the spheres, the organization of the various elements, and the al-
. . . 
tarnation af the seasons. The dependence here on classical pre= 
cepts is immediately obvious, for it was J;lythagoras and his school 
which originated ~e idea of ethereal music produced by planetary 
motion. • • • • • • The other two varieties of musiea mundana are 
not sonorous phenomena; the emphasis is on ntlll1eric&l correspondences. 
Musiea humana combines the incorporeal, eternal spirit with the body 
::b a manner similar to the formation of consonances by high and lw 
tones, and unites the parts of the soul with elements of tbe body 
in a certain numerical order. 1he third species of music, quae :in 
quibedam consti tuta. est in instromentis, is, finally, music proper 
in its sensuously perceptible formett4 From these representative 
h. Paul. Lange, Music in Western Civilization, page 62. 
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th:i.nkers we gain an insight mto the mental attit'tldes which 
govern~ the cultivation of music in the church durl.ng the ad= 
vent of the mass. 
After this period of fabulous growth and exploration came 
a person who did much to organize the forces of ehurch music in-
to a lllli.fied li turg;r. He was Pope Gregory I. 
Due to the influence of Gregory, Rome became the center of 
church music development. Here all the Oriental elements were 
weighed against the Occidental. elements ami the good from each 
retained, and reorganized mto the Boman Ri.te. There is contro-
versy over the particular re:fo:cns w:ith which Pope Gregory may be 
credited but it remains that definite changes were accomplished 
during his reign aid in these results we base our interest. 
Schools were fonned to train singers., often young seminaJ:Y 
students, to take part in the worsh:ip serviee. This was dcne te 
relieve the Priests of an extra. burden. The chant was modified, 
balanced, and coDrdinated with text into the liturgy pretty much 
as it is knawn today. The . over lengthy melismas in the early 
chant were cut down. The new Roman chant has become known as Gre-
gorian chant. Particular melodies became associated with. particu-
lar texts. These, as before, were sung in ur:d.son by' men or boys 
and were later known as cantus planus (plainsong). Gregorian chant 
is unmeasured, the rllytb.mic flaw be:ing establ:ish.ed by the word ac-
cent. Here music had only one mission---to enhance the value of 
the text. Based on the ancient church modes, this llllisen chant is 
pure and worshipful in quality w.ith a distinct :feeling of mysti-
cism and ethereality. 
~s-_ 
To the original psalms, cantilenas, and versicles were added 
the sections tvhieh later beeame the Ordina.zy e:f the Mass~ 'lb.e 
earlier sections_ f'onned the Proper. By the end of the reign o:r 
Gregory the Mass was very clese to its present :rorm and included 
the Kyr.i.e, Gloria., Sanctus, and Benedict us. These sectiens 'Which 
comprise the Ordinary ani which have been mu~ically exploited in 
each succeeding era have prose texts which are not from the scrip-
ture.5 
'lhe chant melodies assumed one of three melodic arrangements: 
syllabic, with a new tone for each wol,"d srlla9le; neuma.tie,. With. 
two to four notes often used for one syllable; and melisma.tie, 
with long coloraturas on a syllable. The last type was used in 
the Proper particular~. By the time the Ordina:ry was add~d, Gre -
gorian refoms had. simplified the melody to express bet.ter the text. 
Chants fall into three structural categol;ies·: through eomposed 
(Gloria, Sanctus, Credo}, strephie (Hyn.m.s, some credes and poss~bly 
the Agn~ Dei) , and cyclic • The last structure type does not affect 
any of the Ordinary parts of .the Mass. 
·From 6oo ... 130Q Gregorian Chant flourished. Without doubt the 
manner of re~di tion changed but the essence remained and its authori-
ty spread_to all music of that time. 
Fer a final word on the early arranganent . of "the Mass into the 
form which we know teday, we read, "Benedict XIV (1740 - 1759) says: 
•No ~ope has added to or changed the Canon since St. Gregory.' The 
Gtillesian.Sacramentary, as we have it, is later than St. Gregery, in-
deed it has already Gallican additions.· But its £oundatien, the. Ro-
5. See appendix fetr "text and translation. 
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man core, represents the Mass as Gregety knew it. !he same may be 
said of the Gregorian book... Here, too, if we take away the Galli= 
ean additions, we hav~ the old Roman Mass as it was in the first 
period after its composition. 
ttThe later development is easier to follow than the question 
of the origin of the :Roman rite. 'There was first an infiltration 
of' the Gallican elements, then the evolution of prolific mediaeval 
deri vecl rites. But neither af:f'ected the -fundamental essence of 
the Mass. All later modifications were fitted into the eld arrange-
ment, and tm most important parts were not touched. From, :roughl.y', 
the time of St. Gregory we have the text of the Mass1 its order and 
arrangement., as a sacred tradition that no one ventured to touch ex~ 
eept in unimpertant details • 
"But we must :f'irst notice that there are two versions of this 
text, both represented by the earliest manuscripts of tlae Gelasian 
and allied books. Mr. Edmund Bishop has made a careful study of 
them and has drawn up tables showing the variations. His oonclu= 
sion is that there is an earlier and purer text represented by the 
Bobbio missal, the Stowe Missal and the Missale Franeorwn, wlrl.eh 
_ may go back to the early VIIth century. The later te:x.t. contained 
in the Gelasian and Gregorian books (but alse extant in Gaul. in the 
VIIth century) is the one on which the present missal is based. 
But the variations between these two groups are not important ••••• 
lfTe separate the pure Roman elements of aur missal from later 
additions we must take away the Gloria (VIth cent.) and the Creec:l 
(XIth cent.). The Kyrie eleison is also an importation from the 
East, made about the Vth century., displacing the old litaey. All 
o\lr Offertory prayers and the psalm at the Lavabo are late Ga.lliean 
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additions. The Agnus Dei and everything after the Postcommnnion 
(except Ite missa. est) are not part of the erig:tnal Roman rite. 
"We have then as the pure Roman elements o:r eur Mass the In-
trait, Collect, Epistle, Gradt1al, Gospel, (with its blessing), 
Orate :rratres, Offertor;v chant, Secret, Preface, Sanctu.s, Canon, 
Pater noster (and its embolism), Pax, Communion--act and ehant, 
~ostcommunien aild Ite missa est. 6 By the time of St. Gregor.y 
the Kyrle eleison. and Gloria had already been added te these. 7 
Since this time there was a gradual infiltration of Galliean ele-
menta till we arrive at our present r.tte. St. Gregory mentions 
that Mass lasts three hours.nB 
Thus it is seen that little by little the Roman Mass was con-
structed, with the OrGI.in.a.ty. being completed by the lltlit century. 
The Roman Mass and its Gregor.i.an chant gradually beeame the 
accepted liturgy for all of 1he western church, in Eu.r0pe a.lXi Eng-
land .. 
The first Kyr.i.es and Glorias were sung by the .eongregati.on 
and were kept within a simple pattern ana small range. Later, as 
they were taken over by a choir, they became more extended in 
range and nslodic :interest. The Kyrie developed from a monotonous 
chant into three types during its stage of progress. Each of these 
has inf'luenced the Kyr.i.es from Maehaut en •. The simple and early 
form is A B A, the second, Kyrie AAA, Cb.riste BBB, Kyrie QiCC, wi. th. 
the last Kyrie using a theme . .fragment from the first section. The 
last form tG be developed is Kyrie ABA, Christe CDC, Kyri.e EFE, with 
the use of 'thematic. material .of secti.on one ill sections two and three. 
6. These portions, wi tb. the exception of the Sanctus, form what is 
later known as th.e Proper, er the variable part, of the Mass. 
7. See Appendix B 
8. Adrian Fortescue, Britannica. Eneyclopedia, "The Mass, a Study 
of the Roman Liturgy-", Research Service, Nar Yorke 
a 
., 
Kyries have usualq been neuma.tic er f'Ierid. 
The early cnorias used a psalm tone lllhile later ones developed 
inte free compositions, usually syllabic. They are cheertul in 
character and rhythm. 
The Sanetus and Benedietus are used together, in a three sec -
tion farm, A the Sanet'BS, B, P1eld aunt eaeli, and c., Benedictus, 
using thematic ma. teria.:t from A., - Usually this sectien of the Mass 
is syllabic ar neumatic, as are Agnus Dei melodies. -..rbe Agn& Dei 
is usually ABA, wi tk a few i:astam_es of AAA. 
The Credo was not established in· the Roman Mass until the 11th 
century although it was used in the Syrian Li turgr as early as the 
5th century-. It is the third item in the Mass and was tbe last or-
the five parts of the Ordinary to be accepted. The Gregerian Credo 
begins With the Priest singing "Credo in unum Deo," and the choir 
joining on "Patrem omnipotentem." UsualJ..:r the plains on. credo is a 
two part syllabic chant w.i.th the tenor of part one on g and part 
two, a. Occasionally a short intcmation precedes the tone of reci-
tatiCI'l, aBd a cadence leads to the B section. Pessibly a second 
cadence may lead back to the first tenor on g and fom a gag sequence 
for the recitation or an aba fonn. 
The worship attitude of the ancient am middle ·ages was one ef 
mystic solemnity. A simple and chaste manner dominated the ebjee= 
tivi.ty of this pious ecclesiastical age. The melody which ac00m-
panied the unison plainsong was dictated by the text which was 
faithfully adhered te. Singing was all a eappella wbieh gave an 
a.Elded sense· of purity.. Worship was regarded as uni versa.:t, abstract; 
and a corporate se~se of spiritual ecstasy pervaded_ the eh:ureh. 
Post=Gregorian in.fl.aences began to creep into li turgica.:t music 
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around 900 ... 915 A.D. The most important of these was the use of 
the trope. ~e exact 0rigin of trop:ing is d.isputed but the 00!lllec-
tion. with the early melismatie alleluia is evident. It was dis-
covered that adding text; te the melismas made them much easier te 
remember. Gradually nc:m-biblical words were set in a syllabic or 
n.eumattc manner to a number ef melismatic patterns and these were 
inserted between sections of li turgr, or even between words in a 
sentence. They served to inject personal emotion into the otherwise 
purely' ecclesiastical and objective plainsong chant. Actoa:l.ly' the 
chant became paraphrased, lengthened, and oha.nged in attitlld.e. 
These intrusions were never accepted as liturgical.. Whem the 
trope develeped into a lengthy form with a complete text it as-
sumed a separate identity and was taken from within the parts of 
the liturgy and sung as a complete unit mown as a sequence. Thus 
the liturgy was embellished by troping, and lengthened and changed 
by the use of sequences. Many such eomposi tiona were wrl tten and 
used from 1000 A .. D. on. "The ohureh authorities became alarmed at 
the deviation and seeming abuse. The Council of Trent (1545-156.3) 
banned the use of all tropes, and authorized the use. a:t only four 
sequences. The simple form was restered_, but many Eyries and Glo-
rias have retained part of the trope text for a title. The only 
sequence ini.eh had a direct influence on polyphonic or later Masses 
was the Dies Irae, dies illa, which we encounter in the Requiem Mass. 
Cognizance mut be taken of ~t sillging around the 9th oentlll.7 
although some authoritiea9 ma:intain its. existence earlier. Early 
part singing was called orga.n:am. Strict organllm consisted of a 
note by note repetition of the original melody', sung either an ee-
ta.ve, a fourth, or a fitth higher or lower if there were onl.y" two 
9. Curt Sachs, Our Musical Heritage, page 6.3. 
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voiees. As more voices were added, any or all of these intervals 
were "USed. In free organum. b.Pth voices began on. the same tone., 
one remained there until the other ha.Q progressed seale-wise, to 
the fGurth. From that paint they II' oeeeded as in strict organum. .. 
Gradually the given Gregorian melody was used in its original litur-
gic form, or in augmentation, while the organaJ. voices took more 
and more liberties above the so-called tenor er cantua firmus. Com-
plications began to develop in rhythmic and text content as well. 
The m€Jt.et evolved from this style. The buildl:ing of parts in music 
may have come £rom the natural desire of s:ingers to hannonize, and 
the intervaJ.s first used followed both the oroer of the harmonic 
overtanes and the natural difference in the human voice from soprano 
through to the bass. Another assumption, possibly correct, is that 
the early organ which played in £ourths was respons_ible. Any or 
a:u of these ideas plus the e:xpanded interest ef the people in paint-
ing, architecture, and other arts brought about the deSire of th.e 
people to experiment and the personal subjective quality began to 
creep in. Although the ecclesiastical auth.orlt.ies were against this 
so-called adulteration and 11cluttering11 o£ plainsong, they foa.nd it 
necessar,r to concede to changing ideas and the competition of secu= 
lar music.. Fonns which had been considered purely liturgical were 
.finding their way out o.f the church.. Thus the widespread acceptance 
of the motet and other polyphonic .forms in secular music gave rise 
to the classi:fication of music into secular and liturgical divisions. 
At this point the medieval complete autb.ori ty of the church r:wer mu-
sie began to give way as did the reign of the aristocracy over the 
think:i.Bg of the masses. It is in this stage o.f transition that Guil-
laume de Machaut wrote the first complete polyphonic setting o.f the 
Ordinary of the Mass. 
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Chapter II 
The Polyphonic Concept of the Mass in the 14th - 16th Centuria s 
' 
The development of any art is gradual, with one phase evolving 
slowly f'rom the preceding phases. Each new age is equally a eon-
tinuance, an ending, and a beginniBg. So it is with tb.e music of 
tb.e Mass.. For the sake 0£ clarity and simplification., the Mass .frem 
the 14th century may be divided into three stages of development; 
first, the 14th through the 16th centuries; seeoni, the 17th through 
the 19th centuries, and the last, the 2oth eentu:ey-. 
The first musical innovations came with ihe develepmant of poly-
phony and the release of the liturgy f:rom the strict adhera.n.ce te 
plainsong as the only authorized type of liturgical music. It was 
an exciting period as is any era which li.fts restrictions made upon 
the imagination and creative outpouring of :man. 
Before Guillaume Machaut, conplete masses had to be gathered 
together .from the many plainsong settings to the various parts. 
Maehaut left us the :first extant complete setting to be done by one 
single person.- He, as a compeser, was the greatest figure in France 
during the so-aalled Ars Nova (New Art) period. The tl.tle suggests 
the change in stylewhich. ea.me abcn t early- in the 14th eenttlry' • 
'lhe nat"Nral step :from plainsong, single linear writing, was 
the addition of other linear ideas and resulted in pol;rphon;y. Ex-
perime:nting w1 th tone combinations, rhythmic variations, e:xploring 
.fields outside of' modal eon.fbes, all brought more e~ressi veness 
of a personal subjective nature inte worship music. From the early-
14th centur.r through the 16th, polyphony develops to its height, and 
-$5= 
sUbjectivity creeps in to become a dom±aating factor in the setting 
of the Mass. 
Within this period co'Wlterpoint beea.me mueh freer and melodic 
lines more limpid and fiOW"ing. Though fei>urths and fifths still 
held places of importance, the third became more ana more familiar. 
Plainsong still. was the foundation around wlrl.eh the exploring was 
done, and the strict plainsong melody was used as the "ten.oru. Short 
rhythmic pattems were repeated involvmg an ttisorbythmio" principle. 
~ese patterns differed in length and often overlapped, forming one of 
the structural features of the music. 1be same principle applied to 
melodic fragments. 
It is necessary to realize that nm.c:h relaxation of church autbori t.r 
came about in the Ars Nova period due to internal strife within the body 
of the church. Polyphony had an excellent opportuni t.r te take held, se-
eul.ar nm.sic began to wield influence over church music, the ehurdl. modes 
began to disappear and Tempus Imperfecttllll (duple time) began to take 
precedence over Tempu.s Perfectum (triple time) as did measured meter 
over word meter. These. various innovations were allowed to develQP 
freely.. Inte.rest had to be centered on the 100 years war in France and 
England and tba Great Plague or Black Death in Europe. The dual Papacy 
of Avignon and Jlome (1378-1418) served to divide the strength of the 
chureb. The music ef the church couli not be isolated from the problems 
of these years of the late middle ages. 'qp to this time the accent of 
religien bad been upon God, salvation., eternity, and all had a li:\VStical 
element. Religious mentality was on a very high plane, s0 natura.l.ly 
was the musical setting for the a11thorized e:xpression of worship, the 
Mass. There was spiritual ecstasy in the completely' objeetive medieval 
mass and corporate worship toek em a mdversal feeling. Tke plainseng 
melody' was always dictated by the text. The mode was dictated by 
the text. A chaste simple, pUl'el;r ecclesiastical .feeling compelled 
the music o:f this age o:f mystie piety and :faith. lto this atmosphere, 
out of the strife in the world around it which called attention te 
man and his personal problems, came the Ars Nova and Maehaut, its re-
presentative. And ta the church ca.ne new music with in:finite possi-
bilities to be eJq>loi ted. 
Centemporaries o:f Machaut, and contributors to the emancipation 
of personal eJq>ressiveness and polyphonic music were John Dunstable 
(1370-1453), a leading composer in England "Who was the first person 
to omament free~ a cantus £irmus am to write instrumental accom= 
paniments to ohureh music. He in:f'lueneed both Binchois and Du:fay who 
followed him. 
The 15th century witnessed the beginning of an era when church mu-
sic was written in quantity by nearly eve'r7 composer. F~~~r two centuries 
the polyphonic mass flourished. Stylistic qualities hinted at in the 
Gothic era of the Ars Nova were crystallized in the 15th eentuxy and 
the beginning of the :Renaissance. Clarity an.d balance were the geals 
- . . 
of the composer. The rise o:f secular aestheticism and the freeing 
of music from church bondage :made the way easier. The renaissance 
turned the gaze of man upon man. His world now became his own, made 
by the handwork of God, and was emsidered inherently good. God and 
-
man were reconciled thmugb humamsm.o. The Kass -was evelv.in.g as a 
work o:r man :for the use of man in his worship. With this new atti-
tude cane the breakdown of feudaJ.ism and the rise o:r the middle 
classes. The courts began to patnmize art and music, becoming gra-
dually the new dictators in place of the church. 
The oomposer who began 1his great period o:f Mass writing was 
-I7co 
Gtrl.llaume Dufay (1400-1474) woo was a leader in the Bergund:ian Sellnool. 
Musical. leaderslm:tp shifted from France and Italy' to the Netherlands 
where two distinct sc~ols of writing developed. 
Dur:lrlg the first half century the Bergundians £'1ourished. They 
were represented by John Dunstab1e (1370-1453), Dufay, ani Gilles 
Binchois (lhoo-1460). Although an Englishman, Dunstab1e is associated 
wi 1:h 'the continent and it is thoa.gh.t to be possible that he livea 
#lere fer some years. All thme of these composers left complete 
mass settings as well as individaal portions. They are each character-
ized by features developed in the Bergmdian school. Melodic and myth-
mie interest vas often centemd in the upper voice., polyphony was usual-
ly in three yoices, many incomplete triads were employed but no parallel 
motion as such, and the interval of a third became the chief style 
characteristic. Dunstable is credited with introducing te Europe the 
English faux bourdc:n, 'the pregression of sixth chores resulting from 
singing the lowest vai.ce an octave higher. This is the only type of 
parallelism 'USed to replace parallel feurths and fifths and octaves 
of the Ars Nova. Freque:nt contrapuntal. imitatien is encountered in 
15th century masses with the 7-6-1 (Landjn:i) cadence common at phrase 
or section ends. Faux beurdon, plus the growing use ef progressions 
of thirds (English ngymel11 ) are an early indication of vertical writ-
ing ltd.ch developed later. Polytextuality as evidenced in tropes and 
sequences entirel.y" disappeared in the ~sea of the Bergandians. 
The second branch of the Netherlan:ls school rose during the last 
half of the eentur.r and is known as the FJ.emish school. Cb:arcb. com-
posers in this gro'tlp "Whose :masses are available are Jean Oekeghem 
(1.430=1495) who wrote seventeen masses, Jacob Obrecht (1.430-1505) 
-18-... 
the Dutch contra.puntist who wrote many masses and the first poly-
phonic setting of the Passion, Joaquin Deprez (Des Pres, 1445-
1521), a prolific writer who left three books of masses, and Hein-
rich Isaac {1450-1517). Deprez developed cmtrapuntal technique 
in his early writing and emphasized e:xpression in later works. Two 
of his most beautiful masses are Da Pacem and Pange Linga.a. The 
Flemish School began to add bass parts whiab. were the first low re-
gister voices to be used; exploited complete triads and greater 
sonority, frequently' v.rote for four voices with more equality in 
the parts. In their works can also be found alternating chordal 
and rhythmically independent sections. The mythmic sections are 
often .fugal and display a technical mastery of contrapuntal devices 
such as canonic imi tatian, augmentation 8 diminution, retrograde canon, 
and other varieties of counterpoint.. E:xpressiveness con:timled to de= 
velop. The faux bou.rdon progressims and Landini cadences disappeared 
with authentic and plagal eadenees coming into use. Modal cadences 
are also found in this periode 
The Mass began to appear in several forms. The strictly litur-
gical mass for the Roman Catholic Church was built on a cantua fir-
mus tune which in some instances remained plainsong, some were of 
secular origin, and some freely composed. ihe cantua firmus, in the 
tenor, was usually written in longer notes than other parts. The 
text of the 15th centu.ry Mass was always Latin. 
Another sacred polyphonic form sas the Motet. This was actual-
ly a very short mass-like form with a Latin text which :was usuall.y 
Biblical. ihe motet is mentioned only because of a likeness .in .fom 
and a parallel in development. Often new ideas of the motet were in-
corporated into tbe Mass. Led by the motet~ the Mass grad~ es ... 
tablished unity through 1he use of common thematic material, uni.fonn 
er related tcn.ali ty, and a feeling of a complete and integrated 
art .form instead of five separate sections. The Credo was the lat;t 
section ·to relinquish the plainscng cantua .firmus. In the 14th and 
early 15th centuries the Gloria and Credo were still int:roducea by 
the cantor, with the chGir entering on "Et in terra.H, and "Patrem 
onmipotentemtt. On ordina.r;r weekdqs and duli.ng Advent and Lent, 
the Gloria and Credo are not used. This mq aecout .fe!lr the tardi-
ness in the use of other than plainsong melodies in these sections. 
Popular tunes o.f a secular nature were adapted .fer cantu themes. 
Among these were The Western Wind, Resa Bella, Se la .face aye pale, 
and L 'homme Arme which will serve as an example .for the others. In 
these ncaputtt Masses, or in Plainsong Masses, the name o.r the tune 
served as the title o.f the Mass. And in each the cantua firnms was 
called the ten.er and remaimd in the lowest voice until the 16th. 
een tury. '!'his must nET& be emfused with the werd ten.er which desig-
nates a t,ype of male voice. 
Among the several secular .folk tunes which beeame papular as 
cantus .firmus melodies .for Mass settings, we find '! 'homme .A:rme (The 
Arned Man), a 15th centur.r French .folk scmg.. More than 30 Masses 
are known to have been written with the entire setting based on 
this tune. Busnois is claimed to have been the .first to have set 
it polyphonieally.10 
Follatdng him, every- well knotm composer th10ugh Palestrina, 
and in. the 17th century, Carissimi, wrote the L'homme Ann' tue 
into a Missa setting. Some o.f the known Masses are by Duray, Bin-
cheis, Caron, Oekegb.em, Obrecht, Tinetoris, Josqlrl.n, Morales, Pales-
10. Harvard Dictionary-, page 398, "According to Pietro A.r0n' s 
Toscanello (152.3)." 
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trina, ancd de la Rue. It found favor w:ith the French, Gennan, 
Spanish, Netherlandish, and Italian composers. The text was only 
recentlY diseovered.ll 
The use of secular tunes fer sacred texts in the 15th and 16th 
centuries was not considered frivolous or sacrilegious. The Renais-
sance composer lived in a world where the division between sacred 
and secular was not pronmmeed as it is today. If any thought was 
given to the nature of the text he probablY felt he gave nobility-
and grandeur tc the tune by taldng it away from its mundane text. 
Often it is difficult to find the cantus firmus and on.l.y those 
~dept at doing so cou1d unweave it from its complex covering of other 
voices. Usus.lly it is fewd in the tenor but is often changed myth-
mically and altered in other ways so as to completely obsc11re it. 
Two ef the most :interesting Masses written on the L'homme Arms 
tune are by Dufay and Oekegh.em. .Although it is impossible to find 
the complete L 'homme Arme' Masses of Duf~ and Ockegh.em, it is inter= 
eating to note the comparisons of the two works as shown by the ex-
cerpts.12 
Although they might be expected to differ grea tl.y because of 
the schoGls of the composers, they each seem to have techniques and 
qualities of both schools. 
The th.emel3 seems to suggest itself into different sections by 
the separate composers .. Duf'ay 'liSes, more often, a-five note group 
as a section, preceded by two introductory notes, while Ockegh.em em-
ployes always the whole seven note group as a. section A. Dufq seems 
11. 
. . ' , . Ibid, 'llJ. Plamenac in Rapport. sur 1e congres archeologigue 
et historique (Bruges 1925)~ 
Fou.nd in the Historical Anthology of Music, Vol. 1. 
See example 1-9 of MSO. 
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to use a variation of the five as an A' section while Ockeghem 
ues the entire group as B. The B part in Dufa:y corresponds with 
t f the Ookegb.em C, as. does B , Duray, and C , Ockeghem. Dufay then 
uses four tcnes of A raised a fifth and preceded by introductoty 
notes, before the da capo, while Ookeghem uses the entire group as 
a bridge before the repeat. The use of these groupings are noticed 
particularly" in relation to sections B, c, and c• which are used in 
their entirety each time by Oekegbem but not by Dufay. 
In the Dufay Kyrie the thane appears first in the fifth mea= 
sure of the tenor.. The notes are all longer than in the origtnal. 
The theme sections carey thro:tghout the tener part. In measure 1 
of the soprano14 we find an inversion of the £our notes of A. There 
are free sections throughout the Kyrie 'Which have short phrases be-
tween the use of the cantus firmus. Often the cantua fim.us is 
varied slightl;r. This we do not find so much in the Ookeghan :Kyrie 
which uses the eantus exactly with the exception 0f note lengths, 
and a bi:J in neasure 12 in the tenor.. From measure 8 to the end of 
the Kyrie there is ecntinuous use of the cantua firmus. 
The Agnus Dei of Oekegb.em is much more florid than that of Du-
fa.y, but both Agnuses are more florid than the Kyrie • 
Beth wal'ks are for four voiees, and both use the cantua firmus 
in the tenor. nu:ra.yl5 uses, in these excerpts, more inversion and 
retrograde. The Ockeghem Agnus Deil6 o'bSeW,es ;the theme, and often 
only suggests motives from it.17 Both worlra use incompJ..ete closing 
14. See example l-£ of MSO. 
15" See example I -J::i of MSO. 
16. See example J-1!1- of MSO. 
'17 .. See example ,_.If' ef MSO. 
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chord.s and both suggest authentic cadences. These are some e:t the 
devi.ces which in these particular works seem to indicate the use 
of aannerisms of both schools. Dufa,y seems to look ahead ana Ocke-
ghem backward. Beth a.J.so use melodtc thirds. It would be :interesting 
to find the entire works and to hear each done. 
Polyphony with its origin in the 9th century reached ma.turi ty 
with the 16th century. The Mass as a :tom reached its height. Th.e 
accepted structure of the five sections of the Ordinar;r have re= 
mained constant from 1500 on. Music has changed with the innova-
tions of the imagill.ative minds of its creators am has been set to 
the Mass text whether sui table or not. The 16th oentru:y brought the 
culmination of the Renaissance with its predominant philosophy of hu-
manism. Music was :follotring two patterns, the secular as fostered by 
nobility., and sacred as fostered by the Roman Church. Medieval theo-
logy gave way to man and his earth, wi:th religion striving to reeon-
eUe the two. The old manner did not embrace a display of perscmal. 
moo<lls but rather was a devotional e:xperienoe of the multi tudes in gen-
eral which evolved from within the church. The new attitude was one 
of personal expression involvi.Jag the fears and tensions of man and ori-
ginated from without the church but was carried to the church. The 
most revolutionary factor in ehureh histozy took place in the 16th een-
t"UrY"• This was the Protestant Reformation with its resultant Counter 
Re.formation of the Catholic Church. This movement had a greater effect 
on music than 8.fJY' other hiS terical event. 
Martin Luther (lh83=1546) came into open conflict with the Boman 
Church in 1502. He caused the break from the Catholic church of a 
group of .follewers who adhered to his beliefs. The movement was actual-
ly the ottbeome of the Renaissance. Luther encouraged Congregational 
participation in the worShip service and advocated the use of the ver-
-2.3-
nacuJ.ar. The congregations had not taken an active part; in the ser-
vice since Gregory abandcned the idea. :in the 6th century. Luther 
ret-ained the Mass and Mot.et in modified form but put them into the 
German language. From ike 16th centuty, Mass music was ccnceived 
by composers writing for the Raman Catholic Church and also for 
those wri t:in.g for the Protestant groups. National groups became 
imperta.nt. The English school produced many Roman Masses as well 
as many Anglican ones which conformed in eveiY respect but language. 
The outstanding exponents here were Christopher 'rye whD wrote a six 
PS:rt Mass ~e Bone, Orlando Gibbons (1.5'83=162.5') wo wrote only Angli-
can Masses, Thomas Tallis (1.5'0.5-1.5'85) who wrote both Roman and Angli-
can Masses, J"ohn Tavexner (1495-1.5'45), who wrote eight Ma.sses18, and 
the greatest Mass writer of this school, William Byrd (1543-1623). 
Durmg the Refo mation the Mass was abolished in England. This 
coincided with the wholesale destruction of church preperty. More 
than 600 monasteries and nunneries were devastated. Htmdreds of 
Masses, Ma.gnifieats, Motets, and other sacred composi tiona were des-
troyed. Among those saved or found since in other places are works 
by such men as Dunstable, Power, Pascb.e, ete. Edward VI was instn-
mental in gathering together man:r of 1he Ulostn liturgical works and 
they can now be found ill the Eton College Library and Oxford Univer-
sity Librar,r. These are the proof of the ~ality of the English poly-
phonic School, a period often ignored by historians. Tile school cuJ.-
minated in Tye, Tallis, and Byrd. British Museum M'anuscripts 17802 
to 17805 contain twelve complete Masses of this era. Three, by Taver-
ner, 'l'ye, and Shepherd respectively, cdm.tain the Kyrie :in full. This 
~8. Available in Tudor Church Music., Vol. 1 and 111. 
is '\U'l.USual. since the larger portion written in this period omit 
the K'yrie. In. the Credo an omission is made from ttEt i termn" to 
"remissionem peecatorum.u Since these omissions are always the 
same, it is assumed to be a national custom. The Ifyrl.e m.ay have 
been sung to a plainsong chant. 
Thomas Tallis was a Dl.8.1'l ef strength and deTotion whose contra-
puntal skill was outstand:iltJ.g though sometimes ciU:U. William Byrd, 
his pupil, showed the Tallis qualities plts vital interest. His 
wo:rlcs had no trace of dlil.lness. Byrd, though a Catholic all his 
life, wrote both Roman and hglica.n Masses. ~ree of the finest 
are written fer 3, 4, and 5 voices respectively. Each emtains a 
Kyrie which is unusual fer this period. Byrd, like Palestrina, 
freed the Mass from. the oantus firmus and established a myle in keep-
ing ld th the Council of Trent.. He was a versatile, inventive, and 
sld.ll:ful writer with an exceptional sense of unity. He was not 
averse to bold dissonances and the use of both polyph0ny and homo-
phony .. 
The Flemish composer AdriJm Willaert (1480-1562) founded the 
Venet:ia.n School of the 16th century. He was the :f'irst to use 
double choruses. Of his contemporaries, the two. Gabriellis were 
the most important., Andrea Gabrielli (1510-1586) and his nephew 
Giovanni (1.557-1612) were organists and cemposers of DOte. 
Clement Jan.equin (1485-156o) was the only- French conposer o:f 
note to write Mass settings during this time., 
Wi tb. Martin Luther in Germany stands Hans Leo Hassler who 
wrote eight Masses, employing from four to eight voices. This 
celebrated early German comp0Ser was the first of his cO'Il.lltrymen 
to study in Italy. He was greatly inf'lueneed by the two Gabriellis. 
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Spain made important eontributions through composers <rris-
tobe1 Morales (1)00-1553), and Tomas Ludovico da Victoria (1540-
1611) • The Spanish style was a reflection of the Roman School. 
Victoria (Vittoria) can.pesed mostJ.y church music and some au-
thorities believe hi.Dt. to have been a pupil of Palestrina whom he 
succeeded in the Collegium Romanume This exponent of Iey"Sticism was 
typically Spanish in his display of force, vigor, and color. He 
wrote twenty Masses, and a· Requiem in memory of Empress Maria. 
Victaria was a master of counterpoint and infused realism and in-
tense emotion inte bis work which, when well performed, can lift 
listeners to greatleights .. 
The most infl:aential ef all the 16th century schools of church 
music was the Roman group. Here we find Ingegneri (1545-1592), 
Anerio (156o-1614}, and Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina. (1525-1594) 
who was the head of the school and whose name is synon.ymous With IBr-
fection of polyphony. In direct contact with the Mother Chure)l, 
this grotp working mostly in the Sistine Chapel in Rome, kept strict, 
non-dramatic, worshipful music aJ.ive well into the 17th centttt"y" when 
others had suce1illlbed to operatic influeneese , They retained the a cap-
pella style long after others used accompaniment. 
The first book of Masses by Palestrina is dated 1554.. Here is 
found the Ecce sacerdos magnum, written on a plainsong antiphon to 
co:mmemorate a pontiff-confessor. At every subject entrance the coat 
of arms of Julius III was inserted. In recognition, Palestrina was 
made a member of the Pontifical choir. Three months later Julius 
died and was succeeded by Marcellus who ruled for only three weeks. 
~at, however, was long enough for him to reprimand the choir and ex= 
press his dissatisfaction to them. Legend insists that Palestrina 
wrote Missa. Pa.pae Marcelli to carry out the desires of the Pope. 
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0n. September 10, 1562, the Cci>uncll o:f Trent decreed, "All 
music in whidl anything lascivious or impure is mixed, whether 
fer th~ organ or for the voices, is to be kept out of the churches; 
likewise all profane actions, worldly conversations, walking about, 
noise or shouting, in order that the House of God may be truly a 
House of Prayer.•• !he follGWing March., twelve new commissioners 
wanted to do away with polyphonic music. Emporer Ferdinand I de-
clared polyphony to be an incentive to worship. Thus it would seem 
that Ferdinand was the saviour of polyphony, and not entirely Pales-
trina as is often eJ!±)ressed.. Shorter, simpler Masses were chosen 
as good liturgy. From 1560 to 1570, the second and third books o:£ 
Masses of Palestrina appeared •. These were dedicated .'tQ Philip ll 
of Spain. 
The secoud of the two so=ealled 1treforming" Popes (Pius IV 
and V)., in 1570 promul.gatea a new missal which rejected two PaJ.es-
trina Masses, Ecce sacerdos magnus., and De Beata Virgip.e, as un.litur-
gieal since words .foreign to the Mass were used. Palest~ina also 
wrote a L 'homme Arme' Mass. 
b1be:edllhslCdeath, the music of .thi.s great church music composer 
was neglected until the 19th century when it once. more was regarded 
as ideal worship music. After his time church music underwent com-
plete change in style. The 12th and 13th centuxy- attempts took de-
finite shape in the works of Dunstable and Dufay and were per.f'ected 
by Palestrina., Victoria and By-rd. ~e :interweaving voices flow 
smooth]y and freely. in passabes which are alw'ays vocal. Modal as 
well as major and minor tonalities are used and no bar lines hinder 
the smooth. progress of the a cappella purity'. It is classic and 
elegant polyphony. 
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Pale:s:trina wrote almost nothing but church music. Compared 
to 18th and 19th. century compositions, his works are impersonal, 
spiritual, e:x:hibi ting pure devotion and adoration. Compared to 
his own age, his works are less literar.r, and based more on se-
cular chansons of France and the Netherlands. His best -works are 
not those based on plainsong. 
The greatest attributes of Palestrina are tonal purity and 
. majesty. Though systematized and balanced, his voice groupings 
radiate a lusciousness of quality. Tone was his :first concern., 
not WGrds. His ninety-five Masses pour out an inner spirit o£ 
elevated devotion. He carried on the intricate texture and soli-
darlty of the Netherlands scho0ls but in a more familiar style 
with voices moving in more equal steps and £ewer can0:aic imita-
tiona. The later works of Pal.estrina, partly influenced by the 
Council of Trent, have less contrapuntal. complexities, all often 
use block hamony and are simple in texture. This style was also 
due to the fact that the composer was a ·good business man and smr 
the rising need for music for small congregations. The sublety 
o:r Palestrina is difficult to describe. One author said, 11 0m.:l.y' 
a£ter careful analysis can we a~preciate the wonderful art that 
ha.s entered into its .fabrication. Upon e:xamin:ing works o:r this 
class we find the score consisting of four or more parts, but not 
usually exceeding eight. The most ebvious feature of the design 
is th.a t each part appears quite independent o:r the ethers; the 
melody does not lie in one voice while the others act as aecom-
paniment., but each part is as much a meledy as aey other; each 
voice pursues its easy, unfettered way., now one acting as leader, 
n.aw another, the voices often crossing eaeh ot.te r, each melot:\1 
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appa.rently quite regardless of its mates in respect to the time 
of beginning, culminat:ing, and ending, the voices apparently not 
subject to any common law of accent or rhythm, but ea.eh busy with 
its am individual progress. ib.e onward :movement is like a series 
of waves; no sooner is the m:i.E.d .fixed upon one than it is lost in 
the ordered confusion 0f those that follow.. The music seems also 
to have no definite rhythm.. Each single voice part is iE.deed x'hyth-
mical, as a sentence of prese mar be l'bythmical, but since the me-
lodic eonsti tuents come in "Upon different parts of the measure., 
one culminating at one moment, another at amther, the parts of= 
ten crossing each· other, so that while the mind may be fixed upon 
one melody which seems to lead, another, wb.i.eh has been eoming,xip 
from below, strikes in. across the field,---the result of all this 
is that the attention· is constantly being disladged from one tonal 
centre and shifted to another and the whole scheme of design seems 
without fonn, a fluctuating ma.ss swayed hither 'and thither without 
coherent plan.. The music does not lack dynamic ehange or al tara ... 
ticm. of speed, but these contrasts are often so sUbtly graded that 
it is not apparent where they begin or· end.. The whole effect is 
measured, subdued, soiemn.. We are never startled, there is nothing 
that sets the nerves throbbmg.. But as we hear this music again 
and again, analyzing its properties, shutting out aJ.l preconeep~ 
tiona, little by little.there steal over us sensaticns of surpriSe, 
then of wonder, then o:r a.dntiration. These delicately shaded har-
monies develop unimagined beauties. Without sharp contrast of 
dissenanee and consonance they are yet .full of shifting lights and 
hues, like a meadow under breeze and sunshine, which to the eare-:-
less eye seems only a mass of unvarying green, but whi.eh reveals 
to the keener sense infinite modulation of the sGale 0f col0r. 
No melOO.y lies conspicuous upon the surface, but the whole Jaar;.. 
monic substance is fulJ. of undulating melody, each voice pursu-
ing its confident, llllfettered motion amid the ingenious complexity 
of which it is a constituent part.nl9 
Ranking with Palestrina in the value of his contributions to 
music of the Roman Cathelic Church is Orlando di Lasso (Orlandus 
Lassus), (1530-1594), from the Flemish school of sacred polyphony. 
This prolific writer of vocal 1rorks stands with Palestrina as a 
master portrayer of strength and grandeur, and elevated concep-
tions.. Because of a volume of Masses presented to Pope Gregory 
XIII he was awarded the Papal. Order of the Golden Spur. 
'ihile Palestrina was of the claister and imparted a mystical 
ecstasy to his music, Lasso was more worldly and indicative of his 
time. He -q.sed a wider rang.e and variety and less pathos and spi-
ri tuaJ. fervor than Palestrina. New techniques and ideas forced 
Lasso to explore personal enthusiasm and cllllrried him away from 
tradition. 
In summing up the 16th century naolden Age of Polyphony, tt we 
find the Kass ani Motet of the Ronan Ohul:Ch the impartant fonns 1 
wi. th the SW"le becoming unifono. ·and rl th polyphony reaching its 
height. Voice parts gaimd melodic and mythmie freedom while 
the texture of the whole was euphonio11s and beautitul. The mood 
was tranquil am conducive to worship am did oot seek wt atten-
tion for the imiv.i.dual. Four to eight voice parts were used, 
with five the usual number. Fugal ani chordal styles were used 
interchangeably with complete triads becoming the har:-monic basis .. 
Dickinson, Edward, Music in the History of the Western Church, 
6 
pages 162=164. 
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Non chordal. tones were frequen-tt, such as passing tcnes, alter-
nating tones, s1lSpensions, anticipations, ani chang:i.Bg tones. 
Diatonic modality' surged toward a major and :minor feeling and in 
the worlis of' Lasso and the late Roman school, chromaticism ap-
peared. The archaic parallel construction (4ths, 5ths, Btb.s,) 
disappeared entirely. Although the Roman school. adhered to the 
a cappel.la style, others often doubled the voices with instra-
ments. No independent instrumental parts were used 1lllti1 later. 
No more highly organized art, or liturgically ideal forms ever 
appeared as i'rcm Palestrina representillg the purely ecclesias-
tical. of' the Roman school, Flemish Lasso, whose works were in-
i'lueneed b;r more worldly observaticms, and Byrd, who was the 
last contrapuntal e:xponent in Engl.aad after religious and poli-
tical controversy had banislled the Latin oi'i'ice i'rom the English 
church. 
Chapter III 
Expanding Musical Concepts of the Mass from the 17th Threugh 
the 19th Centuries 
The 17th century arrived as man was becoming ever more aware 
of his power as an individual. It intruded itself upen a world 
tom by plagues, wars, and divisions and sub-divisions within 
the universal christian church. 
The musical setting of the Mass held an appeal for onJ:y a 
few composers who sal~ fit to exploit it in a colossal polyehoraJ. 
framework. Classic aboral polyphony was considered eutmoded. 
The pendulum swung from simplici.ty to omamented and festi.ve dis-
play. _Some af the early Baroque superstructures were in 8 to 48 
voiees and were undergirded with orchestras. The most fabulous 
of this grol.lp is the festive Mass in 5.3 parts written by Ora.zio 
Benevoli (1628) for the censecration of the Cathedral of Salz= 
burg. This early and impractical. extravagance was soon done away 
with and the real innovations in Baroque church music began to 
evolve. 
The cantua firmus was done away with for th~ost part. Since 
this had been recegnized. as a liturgical device, other neans had 
to be found to designate the churchly quality of the Mass ar Mote't. 
The custom arose of naming the wo :de for a Saint. Another li turgi-
cal designation was the use of a Gregorian chant intonation to be= 
gin the section. Thus in appearance i:he Mass retained something 
to claim its liturgical authenticity. The music itself, however, 
changed completely. 
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As early as 1610, e.Laudio Monteverdi (1567-~643) used a 
.figured bass in his six voice mass. Tb.e dominance o:r the two 
outer voices brought about the use o.f the .figured bass (basso 
continuo). Often these were the only two voices written out. 
Singers and instrumentalists were expected to be able to impro-
vise the inner voices.. They were trained to do so with complete 
good taste and adherence to the rules o.f good music. Omamenta.-
tions were also expected. Mu.Sicians were taught to execute turns 
correctly, trills, mordents., and other embellishments as well. 
The use of instruments beea.m:e :more and more prevalent. Because 
of the advent o.f sacred oratorios and cantatas, a distinction 
ar0se between religious and liturgical music • 'The Mass remained 
in its liturgically authorized form. Except in the Roman sclieol, 
a eappella Masses disappeared., and a new dramatic style arose 
which embraced homophony and polyphony. Latin was replaced in 
many settings by vernacular. Chromaticism was widely used as · 
were major and minor tonal.ities. National characteristics were 
heightened and soloists were used. Cathedrals were reorganized 
to aecommoda te the new choirs in lofts. 'The prima donna and cas-
trate soloists, and the organi.st-choirmasters made their appea;r-
aace in the impressive array. 
Chureh positions of prestige became available in aristocratic 
households where private chapels were maintained and equipped with 
choirs and directors. Often a chamber orchestra. also came under 
the jurisdiction of the director. In this way, 'the writing of the 
Mass often was done for special occasions such as weddings., .funerals, 
birtbdates or other ftmctiol'lB of the .family and became more and more 
subjective in qualit,r. 
~ese extreme deviations from Gregorian and polyphenic 
Nasses came about throUC'jl the infi~ence of secular music. Opera 
had been born a:ad with it new forms such as the aria, recitative, 
instrumen~al interludes, and ritornelle, duets, trios, etc .. 
Church music was written by operatic composers and performed by 
opera trained musici~. This Nuove Musiche originated in Ita.ly, 
the birthplace of opera. 
In Italy, men writ~g for both idioms were Carissimi, Mon-
teverdi, Alessandro Scarlotti, and Pergolesi. Monteverdi. e~ted 
influence all over Europe. In his three extant Masses (1608-1642) 
he attempted to re-establish the use of Gregorian. chant in pure 
form.) and his mood is sincere, nzy-stical and ~ious. He even used 
strict imitation. 
French Masses by Lul.J.y, Rameau, and Charpentier are superfi-
cial and operati~ .. 
Germany, torn between ~uther and Calvin, developed the church 
cantata and produced composers ~ch as Heinrich Schutz, Telemann, 
Bn:x:t;ehude, Kuhnan and Johann Sepa~tian Baeh (who was one of few to 
write Masses .. ) 
The Masses influenced by secularism lacked the serenity ef. 
earlier music.. Operatic influe:race plus rising symphenic influence 
compelled text la:rlties in order to use the new forms. The aim 
was musical expression and accommodation to soloists, not pure 
text portrayal. 
Early liturgical te:rl was o~erly and colmllanded respect, was 
given in unison or unison alternating with parts. The development 
ef hanno:ny brought text disrespect. The Sanctus was often too 
long to be concluded by the time the celebrant reached the cenae ... 
oration so the text wa¢ivided into two rather clmnsy pertions. 
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The logical di'Vjsion would be be.fore the :f'irst Hosanna, a new 
section added to the early Sanctus and distinct from ite. The 
division used, however, is in the center o£ the idea, at "Bene-
dictus qui venit." From the compesers point of view this g:lves 
two equal movements, cme ta the censecration and one after. This 
is musicat.ly logical but ritually very bad ani the meaning suffers. 
Also to the present day ·the Crede el.auses are sometimes sung si-
multaneously or Gmitted to make up for too much time consumed on 
other parts. Often, too, mean:ingless repeti ticns arose because 
of contrapuntal imitation• The Mass, a hanogenious art ferm from 
the early 16th century remains stable in structure but musical 
variances may- disturl> the text and may be good or ·bad. 
From 1600 to 1650 the Roman school and the Nuove Musiche ad-
herents were in conflict over sacred polyphony versus secular 
homophony. '1bis caused a monadic revolution with the homophonic 
Mass victor.tous. Contrapuntal. sections becane the means of par-
ticu1ar expression and not a structure for the over all arehi tee ... 
ture of the Mass. From 1650 until the middle e:f' the 181h cent~ 
composers of religious music were striv.tng te cope with the new 
operatic and symphonic thinking and fit sacred ideas ·into the new 
forms. Instrumental fo~ such as the fugue and figurated homo-
phonic melody were easily adaptable to vocal music as was the con-
certo form ef tutti-solo contrast. Text began to claim attention. 
Symbolic musical ideas were used to color and point the text mean-
ing. Word meanings became vivid and clear thm -ugh musical ex-
pression. Melodies began to bend and shape to the words. Reci-
tative followed the word pattems veey- closely. The Mass was super= 
ceded by dramatic religious fe:r.ms such as oratorio, cantata, and 
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. passion. There appears no connnon ground between the old and the 
new, but rather opposition. Homophonic definite sectional. plans 
replaced polyphonic vague divisions, major ar.d minor tonalities 
replaced antique_ key systems, solo and chorus plus free instru= 
mental accompaniment took precedent over moderate, unimpassioned 
expression, variety and ecntrast overshadowed immu.ta.bility as an 
essentiaJ. compo:aent, man in relation to man dominated over man in 
relation to GE>d. The dramatic mood pertrayed was not a natl:ll'aJ. 
outgrowth of sacred music development but a reaction to cperatic 
stimulus .. 
In voicing · hutnan. eJCperience with its imler conflicts and ec-
stasies, seloists were used and Italian vocalism was :much in evi.-
dence with its fascinatien for display· cf personal achievement. 
After the first excited enthusiasm over the airing of mants per-
sonal .feelings, things took a calmer attitUde and settled mto a 
stable period o! sacred music writing. Though Masses were no 
longer the only recognized large form of religious music, those 
that were written were valuable. The baring of the human soul be-
came elevated in style and the homophoni.c Mass asstnned a place of 
dignity in the service of the church. Women singers were used in 
place of boys, and or~ and ·.instrumental accompaniment replaced 
a cappella groups. Ceremony and text remained in tact. The func-
tion of the Mass rema.inecft the same in theory. The spiritual as-
pect changed from abstract to subjective. The real. effect of the 
Ren~issance now appeared in church· music.. The total spiri. tu.al as-
pect was altered as each individual composer transformed a unive~ 
sal concept into an individual concept of a universal idea. In 
t'l.1rn, each worshipper accepted the eoneept in his :individual manner, 
no longer was tradition thaaght, felt~ produced, and accepted be-
cause it was tradition and the church~ 
The old was a general expression of the needs of mankind 
given. .forth in a manner net cognizant of personality. 
The new subjectivism often produced Kyries am Misereres 
which revelled in pathos, a craeifixus which was the agonizing 
of an imagined. spectator, a gloria or sanctus wbi ch built inner 
strength and upli.fte The Dies Irae became realistic and fearful. 
From this period on to the present, the Glorias and Credos 
have continued to change and alter to ferm contrasting effects 
as the text varies, and ihe Dona Nobis Pacem usually dies away iB 
a plaintive expression of imploringo 
From the middle of the 17th centul':'Y current secular music 
changed shape and directed the course of the musical Mass. Genius 
remains genius in capacity to produce works of greatness but eaeh 
age wields national and secular influ.ence. This is particularly 
trae up to the last half af the 20th centUlY. Levity and .f'luctua-
tion predominated in the development o.f the Mass musie. I.f we 
think o.f the modern Mass as beginning with the homophonic style, 
we can understand one author saying, "The con.oeption of a large 
amount o.f modern Mass music seems to be not that the ritual to 
which it belongs is prSiY'er, but rather a splendid spectacle in-
temed to exoi te the imagination an:l fascinate the sense. 20 
Although it is impossible in this paper to .follcnr the :m.a.ny 
var.i.atialS of the Roman Catholic Mass as it carried inte the dif-
ferent pr0testant denominations, it seems necessary to scan blie.fly 
the early Lu.thet"an cantata .form since it so clearly influenced the 
20. Ibid, page_, __ _ 
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Ma.ss compositions which followed. The short sacred cantata ef 
the Lutheran church was used with the Mass in the worship ser= 
vice. Portions of the Roman rite were retained as text, parti-
cularly the Gloria and Credo. They were separated and the be-
g:illnillg words, formerly sung by th~riest alone, now were given 
to th.e choir. This new arrangement was called a Missa Brevis, 
but is not to be confused ;d th the Roman Missa Brevis. In the 
Roman rite a Missa Brevis was either a Mass of short duration or 
one in which the Breve was the Taotus or unit of measurement. 
This is shown by the Palestr.Lna Missa Brevis which is of regular 
duration for a service mass. The orig:illal notation was written 
with tlle breve ( Q ) as the unit of beat. In the Lutheran Mis-
sa Brevis, 1he Kyrie and <Iloria were treated together in a canta-
ta manner, and later this custom consumed the other separate sec-
tions of the liturgical form of the Mass.. This was thoroughly ac-
ceptable to the Lutheran doctrines and influenced the great Masses 
of Bach, the Viennese Classic School, and the 'Romantic era. They 
were, however, unacceptable to the Roman liturgy beca'BSe the ac-
centus was not to be said ar sung except by a priest; the cancen-
tus (choir parts) was too lang in many parts where it disrupted 
the fonnal action of the service,; it did not adhere to the ra.brics 
in the matter of text.· Omissions, repetitions, or concentrations 
ccnstituted violations to the liturgy.. This form, :iastitated in. 
the Lutheran service, actually began the choral symphonic form of 
the Mass. 
Standing alone in the early 18th eentuxy in the field of church 
music was Johann Sebastian Baeh (1685=1750), the greatest member of 
the Bach musical. dynasty lastmg some seven generatioDS • Al thouga 
thoroughly pretesta.nt in practice, Bach more than arry other protes-
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ta.nt composer, approaches the old Roman liturgical universal. feel-
ing in 'the composition of music of the Mass.. Mueh of this was due 
to his attitude toward life .. Bach was a composer of church music. 
Seldom did he wander into secular realms, and, when he did, he 
carried with him his church music forma and attitudes.. In con-
trast to the idiom of his dSiV, Bach wrote to glorifY God. There 
is always present the deep fervor of personal religion. The sub-
jective quality of his age is there in a sense but rises above 
the solely personal factor and above all forms of doctrinal dis-
agreements and rests in the realm of the universal. The univer-
sal! ty in the Masses of Bach is as true today as it was when he . 
wrote them. And is this not one real attribute o£ the ear:cy li- . 
turgical Mass? In Bach is fotmd, perhaps, the longecil for unifi-
cation of God W:i.. th man, instead of God over man, or man and God. 
Bach was impelled by a drivillg urge to bring together any parts 
of divided ideas be they political, ecclesiastical, or personal. 
He thought and wrote for a universal church. So :mystical and 
ehallenging was this master musician that numeNus authors have 
spent volumes trying to fathom the g:ra.ndeur of Bach 1 s musical 
architecture and its dept of innEr' content. Although Bach was 
an Orthodox Lutheran, he expressed much of the mystical and pietis-
tic feel:ing of his time. 
The four short Masses and the long Mass in B minor wi' Bach 
are the e1.1lnti.nating works of this type o£ the late Baroque period. 
They are predominantly polyphonic wi tb. inStruments and voices 
:fused and with contrapuntal ingeniousness never surpassed. The 
subtlety o£ phrasing, continl!li ty of linear qualities, and pie-
toriaJ.. symbolism are fasc:inating am amazing to the student, musi ... 
eian, and listener alike;. l'hat ·the eompeser wrote the B minor 
Mass w.i. th both the Roman Catholic and Pretestant churches in 
mind seems plausible. He used a Gregorian chant meloey- in the 
·Credo which furthers the idea that he had a Catholic Mass ill 
. . rt>J 'rfl•S S 0. c.T'• orJ, 
mind. He also used Ill ~~po-lyphonyft and the over-all str'll.e-
ture is an outgrowth .of the Protestant ohureh cantata. 
Bach led the wa,r for the Viennese sehoel of Haydn (1732ml809) 
and Mozart, (1756-1791), and later Beethoven, (1770-1827). The 
Masses of these oompesers were choral symphcnies. The only de-
mands made upon them were by :patroos e No ecclesiastical dis-
cipline was enforced. Gradually, because of the beauty and qua-
lity of the music, these non-liturgical Masses were accepted as 
normal.. The spirit of these works was one of e:xaltation rather 
.than ccntrltion. Joyfttl attitudes reigned toward music and toward 
religious conceptions. This began wi tb. the transcendent faith of 
Baeh. Always ihe despair of the Crucifixus is transformed into 
joy in the "Et Resurrexi.t~ and the "Dona Nobis Paeemtt is sung with 
a positive attitude, not an imploring doubt. The Viennese masters 
expressed serene piety but as optimists who praised Gcd with devo-
tion and joy .. 
Joseph Haydn wrote feurteen Masses, his six greatest from 
1791 to 180321 'When he leaned increasingly toward romantioism. 
In these the solo quartet gained preminence. Often the quartet 
sang oontrapuntal passages in contrast to homophonic parts for tutti. 
The sheer exuberance of Hqdn has received a great deal of criticism 
from those 'Who believe that rel.igion should be entirely on a serious 
level. Thompson adequately explains tbi.s when he says, "He began 
21. Heilig, Missa in 'Tempo~ belli, Nelson, Theresien, Harmonie, 
Creation. · 
·--
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every wcrk with 'In Nomine Domini' and ended it with •La.us Deot .. 
Out of a glad heart he thanked God fer tb.e wonderful gifts Wi 1h 
whieh the Creator had blessed the world and not least of all him-
self. The cheerfulness of Hey-dn•s church music, which is felt by 
22 
many to be out of place, finis its e:xplanation herein." 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart wrote fifteen Masses, Breves and 
Solemn, a Requiem, and many s~parate Kyries.. With HajTdn, Mozart 
has had to bear criticism because of the new spirit and style in 
'Which he e:xpressed himself.. 'lb.ose ardent crities who disparage 
the using of E1flllphonie and operatic forms for church music fail to 
be cognizant of the fact that the Palestrina, Las sus, and Gabrieli 
music was often based on a secUlar ea.ntus fi:rmus and also ushered 
in new and violent changes. The only purely liturgical music by 
those values, must be plainsong, and antiphonal chants of early 
christians. Mozart, a Catholic, wrote Masses with Catholic qua-
lity. Practically all the Mozart Masses are liturgical. The only 
slight deviation is in a very few instances where he employed poly-
textuali ty. 
Mozart the traditionalist kept the Cum Sancto Spiritu, and 
sections of other parts of the Mass in the 16th and 17th cent1117 
polyphonic idiom. Mozart the genius could not keep within greater 
bounds than these, with the consequence that within the sacred 
works three styles are encountered. The polyphonic traditional 
sections rep:msent the so-called "style anticoll, the homophonic 
•' . 
part, "style modernett and those where the two types are used to-
gether, "stile mixe. 11 Mozart and Haydn -wrote to e:xpress the joy 
22. Internatimal Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians, Harmonie. 
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of religion and -the surety of lii'e eternal. This in no way 
denied their sincerity and depth or devotion. 
When only eleven years of age, Mozart wrote his second Mass, a 
DGkssa solenmis for the consecration of Waisenhaus-Kirehe am Rennweg • 
The score calls for chorus, soloists, strings, two oboes, three 
trombones, four trumpets, and timpani. Very soon after this he 
wrote the Domenica.s Mass (K66) after the usual Italian fornt of 
this period. A slaw introduction in C minor precedes a joyful al-
legro Kyrie for solo and tutti, in a major key. Included is an 
orchestral ritornelle whiab is often present in the works of 18th 
century composers. The Christa is fO!" soloists and is in the sub-
dominant key. Followed by the Kyrie, the mole section is in a 
sonata form outline. The Glorla and Sanctus are cantata-like with 
symbolism used to carve ideas pictorially. Duets are used in the 
Laudamus te and Domine Deus, and Et Incarnatus. Solos and chorus 
have their 0Wil sections, and the Cum San.eto Spiritu, and Et vitam 
venturi are, as was usual, fugues.. '!he Crueifi:ms and Et Resur-
rexit are in contrasting colors with the wrds aseendit and descen.-
di t depicted tonaJ.ly and pictorially. All of this was according to 
tradition and both HBirdn and Mozart wrote in this respect, tradi-
tional Masses. But neither was able to restrict himself .farther 
nor should he have done so., The very combination or galan.t and 
learned styles served to express the variety within the text ideas 
as the two l8th century masters saw them. 
For regular Sunday services, Mozart wrote a nmnber of Missa 
Breves. Here, as in the longer Masses, brilliant accompaniments 
were written. The Kyri e and Gloria were not divided and the solos 
came in only as part or the choral s actions. It is interesting to 
note that no Masses written in or for Salzburg contained a part for 
• 
tb.e viola since the instra.ment was not available there. The 
forms rema:ined the same as the longer Masses but were mre eon;. 
eise and eompaet. The mixed style was scmetimes obseured by 
the shrinkage in size although it was actually st:Ul there • 
In 1772, ld th the rise o:f a l'lBW archbishop---Hierenymn.s 
Calloredo, Mozart was required to write short masses since he 
was in the empl$Y of the archbishop. Calloredo did not like 
aey but short masses. In a letter to his teacher Padre Mar-
tini on September 4, 1'176, Mozart said, 110ur eh'W."Ch music is 
very different from that of Italy, since a Mass with the wh.ele 
Kyri.e, the Gloria, the Credo, the Epistle sonata, the Offertory-
or Motet, the Sanetus, and the Agaus Dei must not last longer 
than three quarters of an hour.. 1'b.is applies even to the most 
solemn Mass said by the Archbishop himself. So yeu see that a 
special study is required for this kim of composition. At the 
same' time, the Mass must have all the instrmnents--... trmnpets, 
drums and so forth • .. .. n23 
In at least thirteen Masses, Mozart wrote "]lpistle sonatas". 
These are short scnatas da chiesa to be inserted between the 
Gloria and Credo as between the Epistle and Gospel. These were 
of :l;wo to three minutes linration. Ca.lloredo is said to have a-
bolished these instrumental interludes in :favor of vocal selee-
tiona whl.ch appeared in works of Miehael Haydn. 
Unifying motives often appeared in either voice or instra.-
mental parts. 6.f particular note is a :four note theme in the 
23. Einstein, Alfred, Mozart, page 331. 
which Mezart used in numerous com-
posi ti:rms throughout his li.fe and wb±b. is in the finale o.f the 
superb C Major SYm;phony (#40) • In this Missa Brevis the motive· 
reiterates again ani aga:tn, 11I believe", and carries the theme 
into the .final stretto o.f the Amen. This work deserves the ti. tle 
"Credo Mass" more than later ones o.ften re.ferred to in that manner. 
In 1776, Mozart composed three Masses in the kdy' o.f 0 (K. 257, 
258, 259); the Credo Mass, the Spaur Mass, and the Organ-solo Mass. 
These represented a turning point in his church music style. Both 
phases o.f nstile mi:x:e", polyphony- and homophony, left their coats 
of tra.di tion behind and became pUl"e Mozart. Both were employed 
but in a dress o.f .fearlessness and utter simplicity. These pointed 
the way to the height of all the Mozart Masses, the brilliant C 
minor Mass. This great work is .from the pen o.f an independent 
Mozart who expresses mature unharnessed fervor. As :Ln. other o.f 
his greatest works, this Mass was left incomplete. 
The last Mass to be written by this man who epitomized the 
whole centuly in l!Lis works, ldletb.er sacred. or seorua:r, vocal er 
instrumental, was his very last work. It was a Bequiem Mass. The 
completion. o.f this immwtal work was prevented by the death of its 
creator. He finished the Requiem Aeter.nam and Kyr.i.e, and left 
sketches .for eight sections .f:rom the Dies Irae through the Hostias. 
These sketches inolttied ""Di'Vle parts, bass, am instrumentatim hints. 
Nothing had been done on tbe last three sections. Urged by tlae wi= 
\ 
dow of' the composer, a man by the name of' Siissmayr compl.eted the 
work. He claims to have .followed the sketches of' Mozart impliei te-
1y and repeated tb.e Kyrie .fugue .for the Cum Sanctis. He co~cased 
. . . 
the missing close of' the Laerimosa, the entire Sanctus, Benedictus, 
1 
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am Agnus Dei. · The deception was not made known until 1800. 
While in the C minor, itte Kyrle ,. Gloria, Sanetas and Bene-
dietus are completely Mozart in ever.y detail, the Requiem has 
doubt.ful spots all the W$ir through. The Requiem Aeternam. is 
definitely M"ozart and shows his attitude toward death. He 
leaves no doubt as to his .faith in a delivering power. The 
Rex tremendae, Reeordare, Confutatis and beginning of the Lae-
rimosa are on a par with the C minor Mass with the qualities o£ 
elation and grandeur. There is polyphony and homophony, simpli-
city' and tension, drama and contrition but over all tbe accep-
tance o£ death as a protector and friend. 
These Masses of Haydn and Mozart in the form o£ choral sym-
phonies are masterpieces of art and religious intuition. . They 
are written by Catholics. They were used in the Boman churches. 
But the subjective treatment in the music has caused them to be 
thought of as Protestant Masses originating in the Lutheran Can-
tata Mass. This does not cmsti tute an adverse criticism but it 
does dispute their validity as liturgical. 
What bad conpelled this musical change? The 18th eentury 
was synonomous with change in evezy respect. Democracy was aris-
ing all over the wrld., the prevailing philosophy was that o£ the 
rati.onalist. Clarity of £ann, adherence to structural regula-
tions, and emotional restraint had grown out of the fiowing line 
o£ the polyphonic stage. The remaining drawing-room attitude of 
the aristocraey called for ovel'-re.finement am stJper.ficial de-
corative unemotional. restraint. Objectivity held sway. Instru-
mental lllUSie gained its right~ul pl.ace with the sonata fenu., the 
culmination af homophonic masie. Simple folk-like melodies, the-
matic motives, a.lberti bass, short regular phrases and stancdardized 
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orchestral color characterize the clas::Jic era and its Rococo and 
Viennese off-spring •. Gon~rapuntal ~iting took a seeandary 
place. Harmony remained silJ:!ple_, in~luding a :few seventh and 
ninth chords.. This remained so until the time of Beethoven .. 
Dynamics were e.Jg?loi ted for effects as were ripieno_, ~oncertino, 
solo and tutti combinations. Due to patronage_, the rise of 
small churches, and . demands of the youthful publishing business, 
the output of the 18th century composer was enormo11B. 
By the middle of the centu:cy-, the effect of rising democra-
tic exploitation of the ideas and imagination of nan, had seeped 
into music development. In the increasing subjectivity in the 
Masses of Mozart can be traced the tendency toward -the romantic 
era of complete antithesis to objectiv:i.ty-. The O:rdina17 of 'the 
Mass began to be cmceived in concert proportians with orehestra, 
soloists, and chorus, gradually becoming freer in construction as 
the 19th centu:cy- assimilated it.. GraduaJ.ly court patrE!lB.ge was 
relinquished. The composer, free from both church and court re-
strictions, gave vent to his personal ardor and approach. Indi-
vidualism and emotion :were the reigning characteristics, ld th 
li tera,.ture, art1 and music often delving into the supernatural. 
and mystic. Nationalism grew throagh the rise of capitalism. and 
socialism with their resulting industrial revolutions. Science 
and mechanics were healthy infants. 
In nrusie the emphasis was upon instrumental. progress rather 
than vocal, Melody became warm and increasingly' personal nth 
leas regular phraseology. Harmony included chromaticism, al.. _. 
tared chords, many- seventh and ninth chords with an a'9undan.t use 
of non-harmonic additions. Moo'lllations grew into ef£ecta rather 
than .functions. 'Tonality, with the advent of impressionism began 
to disappear. Counterpoint was seldom used and the emphasis 
was laid 0n e:xpansicm and. growth. 
Mach of this invaded the realm of saered lllUSie •. The opera-
tie spirit of, display oon.t:inued to impress itself on the Mas.s. 
The 19th century brought the concert mass to its greatest height. 
These included the Ordin~ and the Requiem. 
Through tae 18th century- a last vestige of trad:i. tion had 
survived in Italy due, for the most part, to the teaching of 
Padre Martini. This was recaJ.led in the ecntrapuntal masses of 
Cherubini. Carissimi bad been the la.st to write a Caput Mass an 
) 
the "L 1ho:rmne ArmS" tune an.d a cappella masses gradually disappeared .. 
The first half of the 19th c entury would have none of tradi-
tion. Among the great writers 0f Masses in this era of program 
lllUSic are Robert Sehl:ll11Blln, Hector Berli0z, Franz Liszt, Franz Schu-
bert, Giuseppi Verdi, Gabriel Faure, Anton Bruclmer, Charles Gou-
nod, and the greatest of these, wb0 spanned the late classic and 
early· :romantic eras, Ludwig von Beethoven. 
Franz Schubert (1797-1828), the only Viennese master to be 
born in Vienna was a mystic and a visionary- who wrote six Latin 
masses and cne Genaan mass. His Eb mass, his greatest, has a com-
plete anther vorld" quaJ.i t;r. In 1820 be wrote a Missa Selemnis in 
Ab. Schubert was completeJy indifferent to text. In neither the 
Ab or l!b does he set the words of the Credo, "et in unam sanctam 
eatholieam. et apostolica.m," and al.se omits "confi teor unum. baptis-
ms. in remissionem peecatormn et e:xpeeto resurreetionem-mortu0rum. n 
Whether this resulted from not understanding the text, or from mu-
sical adjustment, it remains a garbled text and Ullliturg:t.eal. 
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Hector Berliez {1803-lff69), the orchestral genius of dra-
matic power wrote, in his 'Re€J.Uiem, a theatrical cUJ..lnination. te 
romanticism in France. 
The Mass 1m d minor of Anton Bru.elmer (1824-1896) was his 
first mature wo:rlc. His greatest, the Mass in f minor (1867) 
was written in gratitude for his recover.r from a severe illness. 
Bruckner's masses abound in pGWerf'ul thematic material, contrast-
ing instrumental color, and melodic charm. His masses are rich, 
and sincerely conceived. Re w:rote a Requiem in d minor in 1849 I 
Missa Solemnis in Bb in i854, and a Mass in e minor in 1866. 
Charles Gounod (1818-1893) wrote nine Masses and th.ree Re-
qldems. His first worlc of a:tiy' import was a Mass for three voices 
and f1il.1 orchestra which was perfonaed in RGlll.e in 1841. Gounod 
wrote in a lyric vein with gooo vocal and orchestral parts aJ. ... 
though his works are not unus'DS.l. or outstanding. Some of his 
more impoxtant Masses are Messa Solennell, 1844; Messa a St. 
Ceeile, 1882; and Mease a Jeanne d'arc, 1877• 
In opposition to the musical theught Which clothed itself in 
the classical forms of the SG'Itlata and symphony, Anton Bruckner 
'1824-1896) the great 19th century mystic left Masses which were 
liturgical in content and 'Which deViated from the usual 19th cen-
tury realism •. Bruckner grew up in the spirituaJ. confiDes of the 
Catholic church, imbued with the liturgy of Roman rites. By na-
ture he was at one with the church. He knew well the Masses of 
the Viennese olassieal group, and as well, those of the Pales-
trina school. Re did not imitate either style but rather wrote 
in sonata. form his feeling whether it be expressed in pe>lyphony 
or homophony. His Masses are tetal.l.y subjective in. their expres-
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sion of human suffering and longing but often objective in their 
structural ccncept. The liturgical feeling in a Bruckner Mass 
over-shadows the romantic attitude. Alfred Einstein has written, 
" ••••• unlike Liszt or Brahms, Bruckner f'el t no self'-conscieus 
relation between hill's elf and his predecessors. 'In him, • Ernst 
Kurth has written.i •are observable the operations ef' that elemen-
tal feeling wbi d:l prevailed in the early French as well as Nether-
landish Mass, in Palestrina's reform of church music, in the Ro-
man and Venetian sahools, and in all the changes that took place 
in Italian and German instrwnentaJ.ly aeeol!i>anied church music 
from the Renaissance and Austrian Baroque right on inte the Clas-
sic period. This elemental. feeling became operative in him am 
enabled him to settle his accounts with his Classical predeces-
sora in the matter of' :rom as well as to reconcile the very- an-
cient churchly spirit with fuat of the Romantic movement. Bruck-
ner•s entire historic position, his penetration upwa~ from me-
dieval-mystic to high-Romantic sensibility, is nowhere more clear-
ly seen than in his church music •••• ' In other words, the mi.Kture 
of stylistic elements---the Chorale, the a cappella ideal, Classi-
cism, Romanticism---is so personal, naive and unrefieeting that it 
appears, almost more than Bruckner's symphonic art, as a timeless 
wonder." 24 
The ren0Wlled 19th century virtuoso, Franz Liszt wrote Masses 
that were dramatic, those with transcendent ecstacy, and some f'ew 
on a liturgical plane, Liszt, who, late in life becama a priest, 
was bursting with overwhelming fervency which went into his masses. 
24. Einstein, Alfred, Music in the Romantic Era, page 167. 
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The other great Catholic campeser., Giuseppe Verdi (1813-
1901), left one of ;the most impressive, though theatrical, Re-
q_uiems of all time. It was written in commemoration cf the 
writer Alessandro Ma.nzoni, and based on the Libera me Domine, 
from a composite Mass written by a group in honor of Rossini• 
The -work abounds in sincere sentiment and humaneness and is 
masterfully written. Soloists are more than usually important, 
and the orchestra e:xpressive., 
The drastic change from the polyphonic era worked itself 
through the Viennese classical sehoel to cne of the meet gigan ... 
tie of all musical minds, Ludwig von Beethoven (1770-1827).. It 
was he who spanned tbe breach from Hqdn and Mozart to the ecsta= 
tic and dramatic period of the romanticisms.. Beethoven, claimed 
by classieists am romanticists alike, was first of all an indi-
vidualist. He was ane -of the first to write music as he desired, 
not as a patron of one SQrt or another desired it te be written. 
Although he followed the formal structure of the preceding period 
in his early work, he soon began to. reach out be)tond the restrain.t 
of tradition. Hlhs profundity of emotion took shape in sudden pace 
or key- changes, dynamic contrasts, tremendous climaxes followed by 
simple thematic statements. Beethoven was the first to use the 
germ motive idea consistently and these tiny themes were ccnnma.n.d-
:ing in their beauty e The genius of the creative master showed in 
the development of themes, and in the expansion of fotms to meet 
the dema.trls of his greatness. Beethoven became a model for his 
contemporaries and foll0H'ers but non coULd match his innate musi-
cal stature. 
Beethoven wrote two of the Masses ranking among the greats of 
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choral literature. The C Major Mass of 1807, though reflecting 
the questioning of a youthfUl. mind, stands with the best of the 
Haycin, Mozart group. In the last period of' his lif'e Beethoven 
reached a depth of insight and creativeness unsurpassable. Dur-
mg this time he brought into being the gigantic Missa Solemnis, 
that immortal wo:rk ranking w:i. th the Bach B minor Mass. This 
greatest of all symphonic masses is a completely unified Wm."k. 
Though it is too long far a service it is liturgical. Beethoven's 
ambition was to write a mass for both Catholics and Protestants. 
The Solemnis exceeded all beunds and its grea. t length puts it ac ... 
tuall.y into the oratoria categozy-. 
Thus we glance back at the 19th century as one of eJq>a.nsion 
from formalistic traits to the freedom of individual creativeness 
which often led to operatic lavishness. It is an era of' contra.-
dictioDB, with personal inner impulses oonibatting theatricality 
and virtuosity, with subjectivity and objectivity in close approxi-
mation. A surge toward Cathelicism. brought abollt a renewed inter-
est in old music and a revival of' Gregorian music.. The Benedictine 
congregation of Solesmes began a restoration of plainchant which 
resulted in the publication ef the Liber UsuaJ.is, a.IXl other collec-
tions of Gregorian Masses. A complete Palestrina renaissance took 
place, and the English began to rediscover 16th eentur.y music of 
their eountxy from Tavemer to Byrd. 
Chapter IV 
Contemporary- Trends 
In 1903 Pope Pius X issued his historical decree, the Mote 
Praprio. This came as a result o:f criticism :from groups can~ 
denming tbe dramatic masses of the 19th century. The decree 
sought to restore purely liturgical music to the Mass by accept-
ing the Solesmes :findings. The desire was to strengthen the 
liturgical stability'. It was found impossible to extinguish com-
pletely the offerings of the 18th and 19th century composers 
whose attitude was the same as those of early" co:nposers. But a 
balance was arrived at and the most non-liturgical sr overly dra-
matic masses are only" done m c0noert in tbe 20th centur.r. 
The contempor&J.'Y' period is om o:f rapid changes, e:xperimen-
tation, innovation. Industrialism along with the advances in 
travel and co:mrnuni.catian. have breught the various nations into 
close proximity. Nationalism has become 'Singed with universalism. 
Due to war conditions or internal political upheaval, m.cmy com-
posers have sought refuge outside their own national boundaries. 
The early part o:f the centur,y :found Romanticism waning, and the 
setting o:f the Mass Ordinary te music was done more and more rare-
ly". The only contribution early in the centlUY is the Requiem by 
(lab riel Faure"' (18h5=1924), the poetic Dzy'Stic wi. th an extremely" 
sensitive style o:f writing.. He also wrote Mease Basse for three 
female voices and organ (1907). Faure'bel.onged to the group o:f 
French impressionists who expressed themselves in mediums of 
mysticism and a transcendent spiritual quality. The same group 
also took part in the reactioa against romanticism as eJq>ressed 
by Wagner. They wrote in classical forms. 
, 
From England, Ralph Vaughan Williams has written a Mass in 
g minor, while Heitor VUla-Lobos wrote in a Latin American style 
and showed a Jesuit influence. Hungarian Zoltan Kodaly' has writ-
ten a Mass which reflects his flair for melody and rhythm. These 
composers are outstanding representatives of their own nations. 
Vaughan Williams is the most :forceful English composer of the 
century. He has written a great deal of worthy church music in 
other veins than the Mass. All three composers use folk tunes 
in many o:r their works. Their Masses are tinged with a national 
flavor. Vaughan Williams is a combination of past Victorian and 
impressionism. Both featll'l"es are in the Mass. Villa Lob0s dis-
plays color and Brazilian folk song richness in all his works, but 
does so in a cloak of simplicity. 
In tlrl.s century, the rise of organist-composers has been no-
ticeable. Masses have been written by such famous organists as 
Pietro Yon (1886~1943), Italian; Francis Poul.enc, French; Fl.or 
Peeters, Jean Langlais and others. Many of these are interesting 
from stylistic and liturgical viewpoints bat their ultimate value 
will not be known for some time. 
One of the greatest of this century's composers is Igor Stra-
vinsky. In 1910 Stravinsky took a stand away :from. R0manticism. 
By' 1920 he had become a real neo-classicist with a definite incli-
nation to write sacred music. He has written a Mass which is ~b-
jective in spirit, simple :in texture, clear and contrapuntal in 
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styl.e w.i. th a minim\111l of extreme harmonies. This tendency toward 
neo-classicism simplicity bas grown in all ~es of recent music. 
The Stravinsky' Mass is completely' li turgieal and has been used 
in ob.ureh rites. 
In the same classic fo:nn but with slightly' less objectivity 
is tbe Stravinsky Symphon;r of Psalms. Each sectim is based on 
a. Gregorian chant. Both the Sympheny and the Mass are archaic in 
sound. They are written in La. tin. The Stravinsky of the Sympbon,y 
of Psalms and the Mass is a totally different Stravinsky from the 
composer of such things as ballets and program music. His later 
years seem to inspire a. sense of mysticism and religious e:xpres-
sion.. 
The setting of tne complete Ordinar,r has interested composers 
and patrons since the first polyphonic setting of Machaut until 
the 20th century, but the quantity written has become less with 
each era. The ~ext has proven adaptable to the highest spir:i. tuaJ. 
thinking of' men of' any age, and to the musical idiom of that age. 
The 2oth oent'Ury' has brought no new forms, but many harmonic de-
vices for the old ones such as poly-tonality, atcmality, rhythmic 
e:xperimen ts, neo-modali ty, sharp dissonances. Baroque forms have 
returned in modern dress. Both neo*.Ro.mantieis.m and neo-Classicism 
have been f'lourishing bat nee-Classicism seems now to be the more 
dominant. Nothing in the Mass bas remained constant but the text. 
The settings written in the 20th centlllY of'ten contain examples 
of' several types of writing. 
Chapter V 
Cancepts of the Mass as Demonstrated in Musical Fonn and Philosophy 
The Messe Notre Dame of Guillaume de Macbaut (13th century) 
is not only" th¢"irst known sett:ing of the canplete Ordinary- of 
the Mass, but in form and content it pointed the way t0 later 
15th and 16th century- settings. It was the oml:y' woik of its kind 
to be written during the Ars Nova. The rise af secular music, 
the merging of techniques of sacred and secular works, the ex-
panding freedom in rhythm and expression of the Ars Nova alarmed 
the church authorities. Pope John XXII in 1324 issued a procla-
mation at Avignon banning these ttprofanen practices from the ser-
vice of worship. Nearly all polyphoey as well as the addition of 
a motetus (2nd) and triplum (3rd) parts to plainsong were restricted. 
Some ver,r inornate organa were accepted but anything else was 
deemed too secular and degrading. This did not stop some of the 
composers like Ma.chaut but was without doubt responsible for li-
miting the quantity of such music to be written. 
The Notre-Dame Mass is far four nale voices and written in a 
motet style with the music quite expressive of the te:x:b. The Kyrie 
eleison eant~ fimus2> iS as follows: , tl r n [ ~ 
~.:--~- e 
Within the Kyrie, whieb is in Tempus Perfectum (3), is found a 
short descending passage often recurring. 26 The Kyrie is in a 
25. Liber Usualis., Mass IV., Vatican Edition, page 25. 
26. :: 
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three part form consisting of A A• A with the Christa eleison 
also in three, B B1 B. The use of the third of the chord ap-
pears quite consistently in the Mass~ Although the third was 
still considered a dissonance. In using a full triad effect, 
the feeling of tw leading tones is eneo1mtered, one to the roet 
and one to the fifth of the chord. An example of this is found 
in the first three measures of the Kyrie.A 
The isomytbmic prineiples are apparent throughout the Mass 
in both rhythm and melody with melodic patterns such as the ex-
·-·---. 
ample given in footnote 2, and rhythmic patterns such as n n n J J 
\...- '--' 
appearing again and again in the same and other voices. 
The Ma.chaut Mass is in five separate sections as five different 
selections. There is as yet no unifying principle to make it one 
complete fo:nn. 
The moria is in conductus form. with a free cantus fi:rmus. 
Much of it is written in note against note ~ime values which give 
a choxdal appearance.B 
The text remains the same in all voices with no polytextuality 
in a:ny of the sections. 
Interspersed throughout the Mass at cadential points or sec-
tion terminations are short :instrumental interludes which often 
lead directly into the voice parts.G 
In the GJ.or.:i.a (ex. G) as in other parts of the work are found 
small sections in TelJ!PUS Imperfectum. (2) which is at this time be-
ginning to be recognized. 
Often the penultimate syllables of a large division extend 
over many measures.D 
The Glor.:i.a ani Credo begin with the liturgical intonation by 
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the Priest, the choir entering on "Et in terra pax" and "Patrem 
omnipotentem" respecti-vely. 
The expressiveness of the text is followed in surprising wqs 
such as the creation of suspense and expectancy after the word 11Et---" 
in the Gloria, by a whole measure rest.E 
Fach section of the Mass except the CII..or.i.a and Credo is written 
on a plainsong cantua while these two are free. In the Credo a 
varied use of ~: r J J r : is reminiscent o:f the lr:yrie can-
tua firmus. 
Even in so early a work, word graphs are noticeable in the mu-
sic such as a domward pull felt on the woros "deseendit de eoelis •"F 
The extreme broadening of the time values to accentuate the 
text "ex Marla Virgi.ne" and the consonant qo.aJ.ity of this passage 
later becones an accepted treatment of the whole "Et incarnatus 
est.nG 
The Crucifixa.s begins in a more rapid pace and dissonantH char-
acter, with the voice line falling from the Cruci:f'ims to the "et 
sepul tus est. ni 
The use of the four note descending passage which threads 
through the Credo is also a reminder of the same motive in the 
Kyrie. J 
Shift:ing word accent often serves to change the mood and in-
ject particular awareness of meaning.K 
The Sanctus is again built upon a plainsong cantus.27-L The 
first Sanctus is a simple five measure statement followed by a mea-
sure of rest. The se_oond statement rises in intensity through both 
pitch and floridity and leads into the last stateme~t through a 
passing tone in the motetus. The third Sanctus is a shorter fear 
27. Liber Usualis, Vatican Eiition, Mease XVIIe, page 61. 
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measure phrase which is again simple in context. The remainder of 
the section abamds in isomytbmic phrases and the use of the 
five note motive ( ! -~ J .J J ) of the other sections • 
The Agnus Dei is preceded by a 22 measure Introitus on the 
plaincha.nt from the same Mass as the Sanctus. Here the ccntra-
teneur is designated as :i:D.strwrental and with the teneur in longer 
note values than the upper voices • In the "Qui tollis, n longer 
isomythmic phrases are used than heretofor.M 
The Mass is cao.eluded by a 17 measure "Ite Missa Estlt with 
solo voices taking all parts except the cantua firmus which is in 
long note values and SW!lg by the choir. 
In this work of Ma.cha.ut is the ear~ anticipation of meJ.odic 
importance in spite of strict contraputrl;,al rules, as evinced in 
the use of major seveaths,N chroma.ticisms,O and in various places, 
the augmented octave. The ingenious foresight of the composer aJ.-
so shows in his use of short themes, either melodic or rh:ytb.mi.c, 
not only within sections, but the same themes recurring in a cyclic 
m¢'anner throughout the Mass. 
To date, researCh bas not revealed such church st,yle settings 
for the Ordinary from the Maeba.ut Mass until those of the 15th cen-
tury~ The intervenmg years produced only unimportant secular 
style settings of no importance. 
With the Messe de Notre-Dame as the model for those succeeding 
it, changes ani innovations can more easily' be notecl • 
The 15th century was damina.ted by the Netherla.Dis Schools. The 
promin.eat Bergandians of the first half were Dufa.y, Binchois, and 
Dunstable. Here is fCXllld suggestions of unification of space and 
idea, 'in contrast to the late Gothic philosophy of Ma.eb.aut which 
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used many ideas eJ~pressed in angalarity. Instl"lllDents were used 
to double the voices and contrapuntal technique was heightened. 
Imitation which meant equalization of parts, P the use of faux 
bonrdon,. a predominance of tome, dominant feeling w.i th passing 
tones, alternat:ing tones, and other devices used to connect, were 
all early 15th centur.r innovations. The leap of the 7th as found 
in Maohaut was not used. 
Cla.rrymng on the ideas of the Bergandians, the Flemish school 
with Jean Ockegb.em, aid his celebrated pupil Des Pres, developed 
more complex canonic counterpoint. They led the way to Isaac, 
. . 
and Palestrina. Their delight was in complex canonic devicesQ 
inclu:ling riddle, erab, augmented, diminished, and inverted eanon.. 
Every mythmic resource was investigated.R Continuous linear 
polyphony resulted with almost no internal cadences or chordal. 
work. Often ma.ny voices (up to 36 parts) were employed. 
Obrecht, of the sam school, strove taward sinxplicity" limit-
ing the veices to three or four. Complexity as a virtue disappear-
ed; final cadence~, more chordal. structures, often including the 
third, were used. Obrecht pointed to the Gabriellis, WUlaert, 
and, to some extent, Joaquin in the 16th centur.v. 
Secular cantus .firmus were usual, as the "L 'ht!>mme Armltt • 28 
, 
Begllming with Joaquin des Pres and on through the high Re-
naissance tbe use of a complete Gregorian cantus firmus began to 
disappear. Sections or non-literal transcriptions of plainsong 
were used, or secular tunes, or freely composed themes. Voices 
were equal ani the overlappiDg of imitation and homophony gave a 
continuou texture. Text phrases were often treated as entities. 
Fa.J.l cadences were used for articUlation in many instaneesS With 
the Landini cadence in evidence. The late 16th century- masters, 
28. See Chapter II. 
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Lassus, Byrd, Vittoria, and Palestrina, reached the tll.timate in 
polyphonic masses and set the standard for all time in true wor-
ship music, with the exception of early pure plainsong unison 
chant. 
The modality of Lassus seems to seep thrOllgl!L tb6 musie rather 
than hammer its way in .. All three composers use the overlapping 
:;ecbnique, with no two voices fmd:ing a simultaneous resting place. T · 
Each phrase was thought out as to text. content. Free mythms., with 
voices and accents each acting independently but carefullY superim= 
posed gave the feeling e>f a regular meter, usually' duple.. The usual 
voice struct11l'e was in five parts with the top voice often a dis-
tance above the others. Words were depicted with great care. U Al-
though polyphonic, and predom:inantly linear, a chordal effect e>nee 
in a while was used V and authentic cadences were employed. Meladie 
and harmonic sequences were used frequently in the 16th eentmy 
masses.w 
The greatest master of pure polyphonic church music of al.l 
time was Palestrina.. All of the above devices and eharaeteris-
tics are in his works, plus subleties of his cxm invention. In= 
diviaual phrasing which is almost Gregorian in feeling is an in-
di viciual characteristic of Palestrina • X The Masses of' this master 
rise to graceful elegance in a cool liturgical atmosphere with 
nowing lines of smooth countel'point, often with an open textlll"e 
and always a delicate handling of dissonance. In his Gregorian 
Masses he uses a large ternary form, expressive of the Trinity. 
The ethereal quality is reserved th:rough discarding bar lines so 
the line is left to float. Harmoey, felt as a controlling rather 
than an expressive element, is usually in root position ani simple. 
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PaJ.estrina ·avoids abrupt endings and overlaps cadences w.l. th at; 
least one voice so that when the suspension resolves the other 
voices are already moving on. y 
Another late 16th century composer, the German Hans Leo 
Hasler, wrote in a style very like the madrigal. Shorter sec-
tions within the movements of the mass were defined by cl.ear-
cut beginnings am endings ani definite cadence points e z 
Although the Renaissance brought about an e:xpansion in the 
thinking and creative pursuits of the people, tlle Mass remained 
objective in its approach. The e::xpressiveness ef the music ODly' 
depicted the 'Universal appeal E>f mankind, not a persanal appeaJ. 
ef man~ The 16th century continuity E>f line had the feeling of 
eternal outreaching to Divinity. Devi.ees and techniques were not 
used to let man intrude for himself but eDIT for a common good. 
From the 17th century on, man began to intrade his own emo-
tions more and more into music. When the church divided_. onl7 
the Sistine ~apel in Rome adhered to strict regulations concern-
ing tJae setting of the Mass. The 'Reformation had effected not 
only· Protestant m'llBie but also relaxed the discipline of Catholic 
writers. Subjective qualities urged their way into the Mass slow-
ly as man began to experimer:rli with his mm emotions am l'eactions. 
According to del>cuments and letters, Claudio Monteverdi wrote 
ma.ny Mass settingse Only three are extant. He made an attempt 
to overshadow the sever;i:ty ef purely vocal polyphony by adding 
colorful accompaniments and chromaticism. Although the three 
Masses are written a eappella, there is in each a bass continuo 
pan. The last, the !!ass for Four Voices, has the continuo marked 
for organ. This contradiction may be due to the fact that Monte-
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verdi was aware of the grewing preference for instrumental sup-
port, but wanted also to please those who disapprove~. of the new 
style. All three were written for men's and boys' voices and 
still contained no bar lines. The Kyrie of the Messe a .4 Voei 
is bUilt on sinple cantua firmus ecnsist:ing of a tetraehord fol-
lawed by a sequenae of thirds. The entire Kyr.i.e consists of 
variations and inversions of this simple pattern. The same des-
cending tetraehord fonns the basis of the Agnus Dei. The in= 
tonation on the Gloria and Credo are dcae by the Priesto Poly-
phoey- and h0lllophoizy" are used side by side throughout the Mass. 
They are combined in a clear cut manner., neither cluttering the 
other.Al The wo:rlt is eompletel;r unified by canonic devices, re-
curring sequential passages, usually descend:ing broken tbirds6 
and by chromaticism. 
From the 17th century on, the divisian af the Mass :in'OO sec= 
tiona began to be dictated by the music instead of the text as 
applied in the Roman rite. Often the Credo and Gl.wi.a were re-
duoed to a number of small differing sections. In keeping with 
this idea the Bach B Minor Mass (:1;733-38) is divided into tb.e 
following parts: 
!>Yrie 
Kyrie eleison 
Christa eleison 
Kyrie eleison 
Gloria 
Gloria in excelsis Deo 
Laudamus te 
Gratias agimus tibi 
Domine Deus 
Qui tollis peccata mundi 
Qui aedes ad dexte~ patris 
Quoniam tu solus sanctus 
Cum sane to spiri tu 
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Credo 
- Credo in unum Dewn 
Patrem amnipotentem 
Et in unwn Dominum. 
Et inca.rnatus est 
Crucifixus 
Et resurre:xi t 
Et in Spiri tum Sanctum 
Confiteor unum Baptisms. 
Sanctus 
Sanctus 
Hosanna in excelsis 
Benedictus qui venit 
A gnus 
Agnus Dei 
Dona. nobis pacem~ 
Origina.ll:y' conceived as a Lutheran Missa Brevis, the work 
I 
grew into the gigantic proportions of the present form. Like 
other major choral works of the polyphonic master, this Mass is 
a eolassal collection of cantata forms with six of the indivi-
dual nunb era taken from actua.l Protestant cantatas • 29 Here are 
Protestant ideas within the five part :Roman Mass form. Here Pro-
testant polyphony mingles compatibly with liturgical plainson~l 
The Credo is undergirded by a passacaglia. C1 These with other de-
vices such as arias, duets, and gigantic ch.omses, plus the scope 
of the werk, make it phenomenal in stra.cture and a masterpiece in 
iselation with the powerful Missa Solemnis of Beethoven. It is of-
ten beyond the scepe of listeners and fa.r exceeds any service :re~ 
qui:rements •. 
The fugue subject ef the Ky"r.i.eDl depicts the feeling of the 
entire Mass, that of a clim.bing quality followed each time by a. 
ftpulling down." This sam feeling is used in other B minor pas-
sages (Qui Tollis and Et Inearnatus) and in the Cracifi:ms, al-
though it is not in B minor. A totally opposite feeling is found 
in the Cum Sane to Spiri tu. Here is only an upW-ard surge. E:t 
Bach wrote five masses, four of which are short, containing 
a Kyr;i.e and Gleria only. The fifth is the massive B minor, which 
29. Gratias, Qui Tollis, Patrem, Crucifi:xns, Osanna, Agnus Dei. 
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is the largest of aJ.l Bach's choral works. Written in 1733, the 
goal of the cenposer was without a doubt to try to bridge the gap 
existing between Christians e:f di:rferent creeds. This is shown 
by the use of the Protestant chorale, and the RoJI18ll Catholic can-
tua :firmus together. It is also shown in the division of sections. 
There are :four main sections, each of which can be justified in a 
Lutheran Service. Within the sections are smaller divisions con-
taining the other necessaty units to comply with Roman Catholic li-
turgy.. Though this is pessible, the length prohibits the Mass 
being used in a service o:f at ther church. 
The Credo passacaglia ues thirteen variations instead of twelve, 
the thirteenth assumed. to be an ill omen used .for the Crucifixus. 
Bach seems to look back in his use of frequent :five part motet-
like choruses)0 He also seems to look ahead tdth arias a.nd duets. 
He :feels a uni iiy as though the church was undivided. In nlm!ber 
fwrteen, he exp:resses the mystie unity of the Father and Son duality 
by going from a. unison into a canon at the fourth,FJ.. showing two 
closely connected things. In number eighteen the pea.ce:ful duet of 
two oboes d 1 am.ore exemplify the combining of Roman Catholieism and 
Protestantism into an all embracing church. The San.ctus contains 
six parts which may symbolize the six wings of the Sera.phims in 
Isaiah VI. The music for Dona Nobis Pacem, and Gra.tias Agimus Tibi 
is exactly the same. The meS.ning here is quite obvious. Bach has 
no d.O\lbt that God 'Will grant peace, so he gives thanks immediately 
for it. 
These examples of Symbolism are a. few among the maey- to be 
.fomd in the Masses of Jehann Sebastian Bach.. 1b.e music of this 
,30. Et resurrexit, ew. 
• 
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composer is a tribute to a great christian with an understanding 
of the :rqsticism, and deep philosophy of the Bible, who must have 
felt in close conmrunion wi tb. God, and who 'tras impelled to express 
his innermost feelings through the medium of music~ It has taken 
two hundred years to begtn to understand the eternal nessages of 
this musical genius, and it wi.ll take many more years to fathom 
the full spiri tua.l impact of his attainments .. 
Joseph Haydn epitomized the new symphonic Mass. ihe classical 
concert Mass reached its height in the settings of Mozart and Haydn. 
They became works of art to be exploited ootside the service of wr-
ship. Here the symphonic orchestra 8.I.ld polyphonic ckoir we:re inte-
grated into masterworks for £1ill orchestra, choir and soloists~ 
The Christ idea portrayed in the 18th century Masses was one of joy 
and tmderstanding, of hope and idealization of human quaJ.ities. 
The sacred :rqstieism of the past and the secular religiosity of 
the 18th century meet and form a fusion of laughter and tears. The 
Crucifixion is ne longer nwrbid but moving, the Gloria is full of' 
pomp am splendor. This is the philosophy of the people. They con-
tinue to lift man higher and higher. 
Early Haydn was still Baroque and showed Italian influence. 
Tutti-solo contrasts alternated arias, duets, choruses, and in-
strumental choirs. His first Mass in F Major written about 1750 
was a Missa Brevis, using two solo sopranos, a four part chorus, 
two violins, organ, and bass. Ihe text was cn>wded together and 
often overlapped. The Kyrie, in a folk-like melody, is used in 
the "dona nobis pacem~ n This mean.s was used in later Haydn Masses 
as well as in Beetbovents first Mass~ 
• 
As Haydn passeEl .fram the J3aroqa.e, and rococo music, he be-
came more and more intent upon balance and structure of the classi-
cal. "In classical musie one finds a perfect blend o.f the work o.f 
the mimd and the work of the heart; inspiration is as important as 
is the aetion of the intellect~n31 The Masses of this period are 
the great works of the composer in this category. They include the 
Mass inC Major, 1796; the second Mass in Bb Major (Heilig-mease) ;32 
the Mass in D minar;33 1798; the third Mass in Bb Major (Theresion 
Mass), 1799;34 the .fourth Mass in Bb Major, 1801 (Creation Mass;35 
and the .fifth Mass in Bb Major., 1802 (Harmonie Mease). In this 
group melodies become simpler, the solo quartet replaces the solo-
ist, polyphon;r becomes more dominant, and the mesic is much more 
alil'S.re o.f the import of the text., These were the fore-runners of 
the 19th century Mass. Their fermal. structlll'e was clear but the 
content was beeondng more and mere subjective. Haydn follGlred the 
liturgy in form but the subjectivity caused deviation from tbe ~au-
tb.orized style o£ -the Roman church. The Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven 
Masses were accepted and used by the courts and patrons to whom the 
composer was directly responsible •.. 
Bach balanced one move:nent with the ether, ~ile Haydn inte-
grated them into one great entity. 
The D inin0r Mass is his only one in a minor key and is a dy-
namic, power-ful. work. The trnmpet fanfare in the BenecilictusG:L is 
purported to represent the news of the victory of Nelson in tbe 
31~ Geiringer, Karl, Haydn, page 247, paragraph 2. 
32. Use of ttHeilig, heilig 11 --Gennan h'YJI!Il. 
33. .Also called Nelson Mease, Coronation Mease, Imperial Mass. 
34. After Empress Maria Theresa, patroness of Haydn. 
35. · Excerpt .from The Creation. in the Qui tollis of the Agnus Dei. 
• 
Battle of the Nile. 
Sonata allegro .form is often employ-ed in the Masses of this 
period as in the Kyrie of the Haydn D minor. An introduction of 
fifteen measures is followed by an e:xposition of the Kyrie and 
Christa, the development is fugaJ.., and a recapitulation ends the 
section. The entire Kyrie is a powerful, intensely exciting sec-
tion without being heavy ard massive. The opening line of the Ky .... 
rie rises always on "leison11 , and the closing Kyrie falls down with 
a settling feeli.Dg 9Hl '!he Gleria. is a large ternary- fonn opening 
'With an :introductor.v statement of the Gloria in d :m:i.rrJ.or. The A 
section reverts to 'the early use of plainsong with a canon at the 
8th e:xpressing the highest ami purest in religion in trEt in terra 
pax hominibus bonae voluntatis. 11 The B section, ttLaudamus te, 
benedicimus te, ado ramus te, glorifieamus te, 1' builds in dynamic 
intensity into the last section Where the canon reappears in a 
varied :form and is followed by a short coda. 
The llQui tollis, 11 aetuaJ.J.y the second movemen.t of the cn.oria 
is moving in quality and conta:ins a chant like choir undergirding 
tbe legato rich quality of solo parts.Il The third section of the 
Gloria (Quoniam. ta solus) aetuall.y is a recapitulation of the Gloria 
in Exeelsis thus making a large ternary .fonn for the entire Gloria. 
section of the Mass. This th:irGl. section, however, contains a fugue 
on the text ncum Sane to Spiri tu.n The entire CD..oria carries a :feel-
:ing of grateful jubUanee, even in soft passages and slow parts, as 
in the Qui tollis where the :intensity of feeling keeps the same 
basic spirit. 
The Credo which is indicated 11allegro eonpPirito" contains a 
-
canc>n at the fourth (soprano-tenor unison with alto-bass unison a 
fifth lower). The key cycle is also in fifths (D ao A, E to D, 
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to finish.) The use of the fourth relationship adds brilliance, 
positiveness, and a feeling of "lawfulness" to the entire sec-
tion. Actually a group of themes for sepam e text ideas have 
been treated canonically and together form a gigantic canon at 
the fourth. A descending voice line follows the text "He des= 
cended from heaven." Jl This part of the Credo is a clear-eat 
statement of faith. It is full of joyous declamation, asking no 
question.s as Beethoven does in the C Major Mass.. It moves from 
beg:inn1ng to end and although each part of the text has its Of1n 
short canonical theme, it all hangs together as a unified whole 
both textuaJJ.y and canonically. To emphasize the text, the next 
sections of the Credo are treated separately. The "Et Incarnatus tt 
is a simple legato meloC:W with haunting quality. As ilia Bach 
ri to melle, practically the whole idea is stated in the introduc-
tion. The Crueifixns is a chant-like contrast w.i. th inner inten-
si t;r which is relieved by a long fermata between this and the "~ 
resurre.xit 11 to relieve the tension. The last part of the Credo 
is fu.ll of exeitenent with the words portrayed in mus&caJ.. e:xa.ctness. 
'!he Sanctus, in ih ree sections, opeilB with the word 11San.ctus", 
a three measure figure, which is repeated a fom-th higher and is 
followed by a 2 '*' 2 grouping of the entire text in A major. It 
ends in a two measure statement. of the entire text in the dominant 
key of A. It is short but very religious in nature. SectioD. two 
is opposite in feeling and the ltPleni s1lD.t coeli" is a tonic triad 
broken from the root upwards one octave and back down. The triadic 
rise and fall all through this section gives a very substantial 
feeling. T.b.e Hosanna is given canonic treatment. The Benedictus, 
actuallr the last part of the Benedictus, contains the "Nelson 
• 
• 
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theme", and its own short theme. K1 
The Agnus Dei idea is stated basically in the introduction o 11 
Intensity is bull t tbr0ugb. a. rising voeaJ. lim and dotted rhythmic 
pa.ttem in the orchestra. Because the texts overlap, and the or-
chestra parts overlap, it is really one large section after the in-
troduction. The miserere legato line has a. feeling of "pull" against 
the moving aecoinpaniment which seems to express hope. The "dona no= 
bis pacem" is soft and prayerful. follolied by an excited reiteration 
of the text in a mooed of urgency and eJqJectancy. Rising fifths add 
excitement. ·1be Agnus Dei is subdued but with an inner excitement. 
The work ends on a jubilant tone~ 
The Nelson Mass is the pattern for the Concert Mass of the 
18th and 19th centuries., 
The same fonns and devices are found in. the Masses Gf Mozart. 
Symbolic motives are found in the "Credo" or nr believen motive in 
the l.ffass in ~l which also appears- in a ~tring quartet ~d in the 
finale of the Jupiter Symphony are common 18th and 19th century oc .... 
currences. The most monumental Mozart Mass is the Grand Mass in C 
minor (K427) which was left incomplete. This is classical in over-
all structure but the content is fiorid and breatb.tald.ng in the 
movemeBt and impetus of the lilhole. 
Beethoven took the Hqdn and Mozart symphonic formula and 
stretched its capacity and plll1!lbed its depths with two masterpieces, 
the Mass in C Majer and the colossal Missa Solemnis. In Beethovents 
Masses~ subjectivit,r reached a new height which led into the misuse 
of emotionalism in some of the 19th century composers who did not 
possess the genius of their predecessor. 
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Beethoven is said to have told his publishers, "I believe I 
have treated the te.x;t; as seldom it has been treated before. tt 
An. eJq>lana.tion of this has been offered by Dr. Karl Geiringer. 
It reads, ''What Beethoven meant was that he lent :m:asical e:xpres-
sion to each snail episode in the te.x;t;, unlike previous composers, 
who had tried to e:xhaust the fundamental mood of each section. I:a 
all musical literature we will find f'ew examples of a Mass :in which 
dramatic e~ression and spiritual depth are so firmly welded into 
one perfect unit. Thel'e are visions :in this Mass whose power.ful 
gra.ndeur and fervent soulfulness clearly point to fue composer of 
the Fif'th Sy:mphon:v and of Fidelio. The desire to fonn a connec-
tion with tradition to be sure, is clear]Jr felt in Beethoven's evi-
dent determination to. :uphold the musical continuity between the 
different seetions.n36 
The Mass contains no solo arias, but quartet and chorus with 
solo passages. The voices and orchestra act as a single unit. 
Tbe Credo is typical of Beethovian philosophy. The opening 
measures have a feeling of' qt~estioning one's own belief's. From 'lEt 
incamatusn on, it is a statement of actual happenings with their 
dramatic import. The length and manner of combining phrases often 
accents the text. The first Credo is stated almost hesitatingly 
as though unsure, but builds up in the ne.x;t; five measures to a de-
finite and detennined noredou emphasized by full orchestra, adding 
voices one by one to fuD. intensity, a.xxl tossing phrases from me 
voice to the other. The net in visibilium" has the et'feot of quietly 
affirming to oneself'Nl anci the invisible, -~-as though the visible 
6 
36. Thompson's International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians. 
I 
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was evident, and the invisible demanding of inner faith. Imme-
diately' it returns to the affirmative with tremeJ.andos and alter-
nating octaves accentuating the dete:nnination ttto believe." This 
detailed text delineation is prominent threughout the Mass. The 
11Dona nobis pacem" is a personal pleading as is the first Eyrie. 
These two, first and last sections, carry this personal searching 
element while the seetions between seem a statement of fact. The 
Sanctua and Benedictus (with Osa.nna) seem to be e:xpressions of ae-
oeptanoe of the Gloria and Credo. The Agnua Dei begins to tend to-
ward the personal, but the real pleading of the individual, which 
can be taken personally' by each listener and each performer, does 
not preject COJ1!PJ.etely' into the music until the "Dona nobis paeem." 
It leaves the feeling ihat the vexy belief in the pewer of God ex-
pressed through the life of Christ (Credo) grants the heart the right 
to cr.r eut for peace, pity, and mercy. This last is all eJtpressed in 
the return to the Kyrie theme in the last few bars. The Kyrie theme 
(mercy) here takes the words 11dona nobis paoem.n The majestic Missa 
Solenmis carries out the philosophica.l :i.Jnport of the C Major Mass in 
even more eJtpanded structure and content. A conparison of the two 
is as follows: 
C Major vs Missa Solemnis 
C Major 
Simple 
(o~ two masses) Missa Solenm.is 
More ob.arm 
Affirmative 
Not mystic 
More reasonable (li turglcal) 
Personal - searching for answer 
Complete imi ty of music atd text 
No concert elements 
Complex 
Indirect emotional. appeal 
Involved 
:r.:tvstic 
Less reasonable {not li= 
turgical, too long for ceremony' to be 
interspersed but more liturgical in content.) 
Subjective 
Oratorio proportions 
I 
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The romantic 19th century- era built on the example o:f Beethoven 
but classical form began to diminish. Schubert and Bra.ckner have 
left valuable settings of the Ordinary-. The Schubert Masses are 
usually short, lyric and ncm-liturgieal. Bruckner justified the 
Austrian 19th century Mass. His Grand Mass in F Major is liturgical 
in form. The music is in a very romantic vein with rich warm har-
monies and a great deal of chromaticism. Text portrayal. is extreme-
ly subjective. The words "deseendit de coelistt are on an G>ctave 
jump dawn plus a descending seale line of over an oetave, and the 
~rchestra has a rapi~ ascending line :for two octaves leading to 
a :four octave descending line • 
The Bruckner E minor Mass is :fer an eight part chorus and wind 
orchestra and has an opposite :feeling entirely.. The accompaniment 
is so 1mobtrusive that the work sounds a cappell.a at times. The 
harmonies are chromatic but the polyphonic sections are simple in 
line. The very long series of a-mens at the conclusion of the Gloria 
are reminiscent of the ea.r]y alleluias and tropes. The Agnus Dei, 
however 3 is typic~ 19th eentur.r homophony with a lush tone and a ... 
b ound:ing in eh:romaticisms. 
From the 18th ani 19th centuries have come a group of musical 
masterpieces written to the text of the Requiem Mass. 
The immortal Mozart Requiem, unfinished because of the inter-
vention of death, leaves a transcendent impression of faith in 
death as a friend., not something to arouse terror. Only the Requiem 
and Kyrie were completed by the composer but eight sections :f:rem the 
Dies Irae through the Hostias were sketched. with voice parts, bass, 
and erehestra hints. These were completed and the last three move-
ments written by Sussmayr at the request of Moza.rtts wido"Yr. The or-
' 
chestra. carries much. o:f the drama o:f the Requiem and is not merely 
accompaniment. 
~ Seotion one, the Requiem, is built arolUld a anall germ motive, 
E iJ I j J J The "Chr.IBte eleison• is a dr&matie llouble 
fugue. Mozart uses rapid modulations and small mood sections.. He 
keeps the symphonic ooncep tion but adds the polyphonic idea • 
. ·~ From the 11Lux aeterna11 , Sussmayr returned to the masic o:f the 
:first movement. 
Giuseppe Verdi left a Requiem purely representative of the Ro= 
mantic era and a mastel::pieee.. It is too subjective to be liturgically 
useful in the Roman rite, but its purpose is sine ere and it stands as 
a great ~rk and beloved the world oven Verdi, the opera writer, lacks 
a religious mysticism in the Requiem, but touches life and drama and 
eternity with tru.thful reality. The work consists of seven movements: 
Reqtd.em and Kyr.Le, Dies irae, Domine Jesu, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, Lux 
aete:ma, ·and laibera me. 
Th.e ris:ing intensity o:f the prayer ffSaJ.va meu is indicative of the 
subjeeti vi ty- of the work. OJ. 
Mixed'Wi th the theatrical qualities in the Verdi Requiem are li-
turgical Masses. ''lhe 1m.ison meloey fer the chorus in the Libera a.ni-
masPJ. is reminiscent of .unison chant m :fom only. The sottnd is 19th 
eentu:ey-. The Sanctus is a double .fugue. The Dies irae is a chant-
like motive on cne tCile am one rhythmic .pa.ttem ( .1. f J J ) which 
hovers over ani circles around d;ramatie eutcries of the ~horns using. 
a descending pattern ( J._J .r cJ J ) . The sect~on ends Wl th 
a stark descending pattem of the Dies irae chant-theme. "q 
In colJlPlete anti thesis are the Berliaz and Faun/ Requiems. Each 
is typical of the personality of its can.poser, and both are complete-
ly subjective works. lhe charming and lovable mystic, Gabriel Faure; 
has written a mature but not deeply profound setting to the Requiem. 
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The music is gentle, detached, and almost impressionistic at times. 
The aim of Faun( was to elevate the thoughts of people above world-
ly things. It is completely seothing with melodies that haunt and 
weep with the mourners. R1 
Against the penetrating melancholy of the Faur:' Requiem is pitted 
another by a French composer, Berlioz., This is a barbaric splash of 
coloristic effect in both orchestra which is original and powerf'ul but 
not spiritual in content and chorus., It aboun.ds with nervous movement 
and excitement and sharp accents.BJ. 
The 19th eentur.r with its rampant romanticism drew upon emotions 
and imaginations to such an extent that it seems inevitable that the 
new centur.r should tum back to the objectivity of former eras for re-
lease from the tension of e:xpended inner emetion. In spite of the 
lavish beauty and subjective excitement of romantic lllUSic, the clear, 
unhampered, pure spiritual content in objective 111t1Sic is refresh:ing 
and replenishing. 
The tendency in contemporary church music is definitely lt'Way fNm 
the emotionalized romantic flavor of tb.e 19th century. The changing 
attitude is still too new to be the total affirmation. Vei:y few 
mass settings have been written so far in this century. This may be 
due to several reasons but foremost is the restriction of perfor-
mances of contemporar.r masses. Few composers enjoy writing a large 
scale work knmting full well it will have little opportunity to be 
heard. Contemporar.r masses by recognized composers often contain 
ideas 'Which to present day ears sound strange and undesirable. When 
time has established these ideas, they w.i.ll be accepted. At p: esent 
the strict regulations of the Catholic church preclude their being 
tried there and Protestant churches consider them to be Catholic and 
will not pennit their use e::mept in concert, and there ana not ever 
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enough CO!lcert performances to warrant the pUblication of a Mass,. 
Those masses which have been written dul'ing 1he a:>th century 
encompass ideas which have accumulated over the centuries. They 
are neither pure polyphony, pure homophony, p11re subjectivity, nor 
pure objectivity. The present day philosophical. attitude is tend-
ing toward objectivity and 'lmiversality, and the means to attain it 
varies with each composer. Ideas are only confined by the under-
standing, scope, and ability of the writer,. Although the Roman Church 
bas set a standard for liturgical rites, composers may choose whether 
or not to follow them. 'Whether liturgical or non-liturgical., present 
day masses are usual.ly' in a newo-elassie vein and are colored by na-
tionalism. 
One such short mass, t:tnged with the warmth of tbe Latin eoun~ 
,J .., 
tries and utterly cbar:m:ing in its simplicity is the Missa Bao Sebastta.o 
by Heitor Villa-Lobos. It is written for a three part a cappella choir 
of women, boys, or men. 'lhe musical feeling is o:ne of complete simpli-
city and objectivity plus a folk song qualityTl peculiarly characteris-
tic of the composer. The Kyrie projects a chant like mood and is linear 
in constrncti m with the l:ines seeming to hover quietly over and above 
any perscna.l human attachment. Ui 
Contrary in soun.d to the polyphonic Villa L0bos Mass is the Ralph 
Vaughan-Williams Mass in G Minor which is homophonic. Even sections 
which appear polyphonic on paper are not so in sound. Single voice 
entrances or phrases give the feeling of a line but this is immediate-
J.y breken when other voices enter. The :intention of the composer would 
seem to be to write polyphonic sections but the sound defies his inten-
tion.vl Vaughan-Williams ends the Mass with a series of rather unrelated 
chords of not too interesting content.. These include two majer triads 
• 
• 
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on f and c, two minor triads on d and e, four major triads on :r, g, 
Bb and c, a minor triad on d, major triad on e. This is :followed by 
a V7 in the key o£ G but with f natural. This passes through a. VII7 
with :t natural which So"'lnds like a r 7 en f except that the two outer 
voices are tied leaving an open :fourth which may be :for a medieval ef-
fect except that the entire section of four solo voices and two four 
part choruses finMly settls into the G major chord .. 
To the present century belongs a gro1.p of organ masses written 
by prominent organi.sts. Here the emphasis is all too often placed 
upon the coloristic effects to be e:xploited by the organ. The most 
apparent of these :is composer Jean Langlais, organiste du Grand Orgue 
de la Basilique de Sainte Clotilde. His }fesse Solennelle is one huge 
blurb of organistic color.Wf 
Pietro Yon, although not so glaring with color, and more simple 
in texture, leaves for the most part, a feeling of music dressed up 
with additions to camouflage its Victorian flavor. Between a. series 
of primar.r triadic progressions of adjacent chords to give a feeling 
of pseudo-organum.. These devices plus melody omamenta.tions of pass-
ing tones and alternations hardly disguise the basic I-IV-V framework.xl 
Mid-way between complete color e:xploita.tion, and Victorianism is Flor 
Peeters. The masses of organist Peeters are not consistent in quality 
a1 though they are strictly liturgical in form. Missa in honorem Regi-
nae Pacis for two equal voices is in short, rather severe sections 
usual:cy ending on major triads. Insertions of modernized Gregorian 
melodies a:re found in the Credo.Y1 
The Mass in honor of St. Joseph is perhaps the best of those by 
Flor Peeters. It is for :tcmr mixed voices ani organ. Polyphonic 
lines are more relaxed and flowmg and homophonic sections not so 
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abrnpt as in the shorter Mass. There is a strong tendency to major 
and minor triads and grandiose effects as in the conclusions of' the 
Credo.zl 
Contrar.r to the direction o:f objectivity, Zoltan Kodal:y in his 
Missa Brevis displays an attitude which is s~bjective and personal. 
'fhe Christa eleison e:xploi ts the use o:f the R chord with. surges of 
dynamic increase and decrease, plus a feel:ing of D major ending the 
section on an A major Chord. Woven through the D major tonal feeling 
are tales progressing to and from minor .3rds, d:ilninshed 5ths, and ether 
chromatic alterations.A2 
The eye might suggest a similarity in the Christa of the Mass in G 
of Poulenc to that of the Kodoly but the ear reverses the impression. 
There is no given key signature and a very fluctuating time signature • 
. .Although a feeling o:f B major is sometimes apparent, it is more obscure 
than in the Kodaly Christa.. The :five rhythm and atonality plus a cap-
pella singing :i.ntensi:fy the objectivity.B2 
Igor Stravinsky has reached the greatest height o:f objectivity in 
his Mass for mixed chorus and wind instrwnents. It is completely atonal. 
with voice lines centering around certain pivot tones. 02 The Stra:v:inslcy' 
sensitiveness to rhythm is noticeable in shiftmg accents on word or 
phrase repetitions .n2 Modal passagesE2 and chant like suspended passagesF2 
are e~ressive of objectivity as is the absence of dynamic variation and 
the eanonic, a eappella amen of the Credo which ends on an open 5th. 
Stravinsky, in objectivity, might lrell be the 20th century Palestrina. 
Both use compact, concise styles. "While the Palestrina Kyrie is one 
line, Stravinsky uses several types. Palestrina binds together a.ll of 
the parts wi t.h the text. Stravinsky uses text rhythm to bind his Mass. 
The Palestrina approach is lighter while Stravinsky is more morl:>id;ln 
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f'eeling. The short seventeen minute Mass of' Stravinsky is the one in-
novation of' the 20th eentuey. Its style is consistent and pure with 
sincerity its prominent eharacteri.stic. It must be heard many times 
even to begin to f'athom its depth. It is a. f'ar cry f'rom the coneert 
masses of' the Romantic era and has much in common with the 16th cen-
tlll7• 
Chapter VI 
Concepts of the Mass as Demonstrated by the Use of Instroments1 Voices~ and Text 
The use of instruments in the Mass is a study within itself. A 
great deal o.f this information abou.t the early' eras mast be leamed by 
inference since there is little in the way o.f primary sources to sub-
stantiate any concUusicns. References to instruments and their use 
are often found in poetry and 1i terature but few early' manuscripts us-
ing them are extant. Certa:inly no independent parts were used in the 
:manner of an accompaniment, but the voices may have been doubled by in-
struments • In the motet o.f the Ars Nova, the tenor was often written 
without words. It igpresumed that this part was taken by an instrument 
as were codas and interludes which were also included in m~ of these 
eamposi tions. 
Sections o.f the Mass of Maohaut contain introductory neasures 
and interludes for instruments, and in the Agnus the taeet o.f the 
eontrateneur is replaced by such a part. Some of the interludes are 
marked "Instruments jusqu1a la fin11 :indicating voice doubling to the 
end of the Section. G2 Others have .no such indication.~ 
By the 15th centUJ.7 particular instrrunents were indicated to re-
place certain voices as in a Dufay Mass with the Gloria indicated .for 
two voices and two brass instruments • 
The early 16th century Masses were practically all a cappella. 
The com;posers began to experiment with vocal combinations and con-
trasts. Hasler in his Missa Dixit Maria for four voices uses con-
trasting duets to express parts o.f the Credo. The soprano and alto 
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.sections sing 1rcrucifixus etiam pro nobis_,tt---to the 11Et resurrexit" 
where a third voice enters. Tenors and basses sing rrEt iterum ven-
turos" to "non erit finis" as a duet. The Credo is completed with 
.full chorus. 
Palestrina used two or more solo voices for entire sections. 
The Beoodictus of .the Missa Brevis for five voices is written for 
soprano, alto, and tenor solo voices. 
Most of the early Masses did not indicate the intonation in the 
Credo and Gloria. It is asstmted that plainsong intonations were to 
be used. Palestrina writes these aut for the celebrant. 
Janeq'llin in Masse La Bataille also uses contrasting choir sec-
ticns. The Benedictus alternates bettreen soprano, als0 and tenor, 
bass secticns with the conelusim for fulJ,khoir. 
With the advent of opera in 1600 e:xperimentati.on began in both 
voice and illstrumen.tal parts. Monteverdi's three extant Masses are 
wr.i tten in the Flemish style and are called Missa da Capella. In con-
tradiction to this, all three were written with bass continuo parts; one 
with a part marked for the organ. Both parts doubled voices so they did 
not intru.dei2 but were used to support the vocal lines. 
The 14th centuty polyphonic Mass not only brought abm t changes 
in the music of the Ordinary, but also introduced deviations in the 
formal text structure as found in the Gregorian Masses. 
The Masse Notre-Dame used fewer text disturbances than any setting 
ldrl.eb. followed it. The Kyr:i.e and Chr:Lste AAA, BBB, AAA form was adhered 
to. The Gloria intonation was Gregorian plainsong as was that of the 
Credo. The text of each section followed in traditional sequence. The 
Sanctus used the usal three operrlng statements followed by the text 
leacilng into the Hosanna. 'lhe Benedictus and second Hosanna are concise 
but complete. i'he ~us Dei qui tollis peecata. mundi miserere nobis" 
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is stated twiee and the Mass concludes with the usual unona Nobis 
pacem." 
This complete regard for a liturgically correct text does not 
follow in entirety in any Mass written after Macb.aut. The Kyrie sel-
dom assumes the simple three statement ternary fo:nn.. Palestrina in 
"Missa aetema Christa munera•1 states the first Kyrie twice in the 
outer voices and three times in the alto and tenor parts. The Cb.riste 
is regular as it is in many Masses where the Kyrie varies. The last 
Kyrie is stated three times in each voice with an added Kyrie between 
the second and last statements in the tener voice. William Byrd in 
the Mass for three voices uses a simple ABA pronouncement wi ta no re-
petitions at all. Yet in. the Mass for five voices he uses AA BB AA 
in the first Kyrie, CCC DDD CCC in the Christa, whll e the last Kyrie 
eleison, is different in three of the voices. The soprano reads EYrie 
·eleison, KYr.ie, Kyrie eleison, eleison. The alto is Kyrie eleison, 
Ky'rie, Kyrie eleison, Kyrie eleison. 'lhe tenor and bass have the regu-
lar AAA. 
,_ 
Both the Dufay and Ockegb.em ttL'homme Arman Masses stated the Kyrie, 
Christe, Kyr:te only once but extended the last syllables of the w ords 
Kyrie and Christa over at least ten. measures. 
In Missa Da Pacem Joaquin Des Prls, in oroer to accommodate his 
very intricate and florid style of imi ta.tion, uses three Kyries add 
eight eleisons in the first statement, with the other voices similar 
in structure. 
Heinrich Isaac in his Missa Carminum ~ses the complete ternar,r 
form. However, he has one optional setting of the Christa eleison sec-
tion, and two optional settings far the Agaus Dei. Other variations 
in the Kyrie form may be ·found in the Mass from Maehaut to the Present 
day. 
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0ften the Credo is not written in.te the setting.37 In this ease 
the Choir.master or conductor inserts a plainsong Credo. 
As ea:dy as the Byrd Mass fer four voices., text repetition was 
enq:~loyed. One instance is ttdomine Deus, rex coelestistt which has the 
last two words repeated in the altoo In the sa:me voice ''Deus pater 
omnipotens" is used three times in succession. 
The Palestrina Missa Brevis for five part chorus demonstrates the 
early use of overlapping to conserve time and space. J2 While conserv-
ing in this instance, Palestrina stretches the te:xt later by using 
six statements of ttSanctusn. In contradiction to the Palestrina use, 
A. Gabrielli uses only two in a Missa Breviso 
The Monteverdi Mass for :four voices elaborates upon the text in 
every section. Each voice repeats the Sanctus at least seven times, 
most of them in very florid patterns.. The Hosanna ends each time in 
a dramatic exclamation chromatically a1. tered several times, saying 
"Hosanna in e:xoelsis, in excelsis, in excelsis t nK2 The Mass does not 
include the f1dona nobis pacem. tt 
It is well to remember these early text accommodations to freely 
composed music when criticism is given of later composers for distort-
mg the te:xt. By the early 17th century the Mass sections had taken 
on individual forms varying in the length of time needed to sing them. 
This liUSt have caused constemation in the minds of the celebrants of 
the rite. Already the music was dicta'tiing the form, Dot the authorized, 
unadulterated text. 
These innovations in word use, instrumental accompaniment, and voice 
color combinations,· continued to impress themsel!res upon the Mass. These 
basic elements had to conform '00 the philosophy of each succeeding age, 
37. Missa Quinti Toni, Orlando di Lasso. 
• 
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and to the .t'ru.its of' e:xpa.nding musical knorledge and invention. 
The increasing subjectivity of' the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries 
demanded mare personal e:xpression. This was accomplished through ex-
pediting ·the use of' the f'erms which evolved .t'r0m opera and the growing 
importance of' the erchestra. Opera introduced the aria, the reci ta-
tive, duet, trio and quartet combinations, and the use of' the chorus 
as a dramatic entity. Tfle emancipation of' the composer from patronage 
allowed him to work w.i. thin several idioms. He began to experiment 
with instl'UlllentaJ. possibilities. The symphony orchestra was the outcome. 
The tools of' the musician underwent a complete metamorphosis. 
The Bach B Minor Mass is scored for fiutes, oboes, bassoons, horn, 
trampets, a string choir and continuo and organ. This wo:tic represents 
canplete integration of' the basic elements of' text, voices, and mstru-
ments. The length represents the expansion of' man 1s religious concepts 
plus his use of' materials. In the Kyrie, after a short four bar state-
ment of' the text, the orchestra introduces and develops the fugue wbieh 
is then taken by the voices. This short orchestral. ritornelle is an 
18th century form which uses material which is to follow. It is a little 
overture. Through the sections 'Which follow 1h.e motives and thematic 
ideas of' the ritomelle are a.lWSiVS found weaving thm ugh both voices and 
instruments. Baeh expresses movement by continuous groups of' 16th notes, 
which aJ.ways proceed toward the first beat in a measure, never away from 
it.L2 Bach e.t'ten repeats an instrumental figure in the voice. M2 In 
the soprano-tenor duet, Domine Deus, the contrapuntal master waves in-
tricate patterns between the instruments and voices.N2 
The operatic da capo aria. form is .t'oum.d in the UQ:uoniam tu solus 
sanctus. n Polytextuality is used in the 18th eentur.r mass. · Superimposed 
over the uPa.trem omnipotentemtt of' the B minor Mass is "Credo in unuin. Deum". 
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Symbolism and word painting help e~ress mood and text. 02 The heavy 
grief of the Cru.cifi.xus is made continuous by a four measure passa 
eaglia bass repeated thirteen times. It is a chromatically descending 
passage. The last statement of the passacaglia ends on a G major 
chord while the rest of the section is in e minor. The words ttsepul.tus 
est11 come to rest in the major triad. The repeti ticn of the bass theme 
thirteen times is thought to represent the statement of the Cra.cifixus 
plus one repetition for each disciple. 
By the time of Haydn the symphony orchestra wasv:.ell formed and the 
sonata allegro pattern was the criterion for many works of many types. 
Haydn masses are scored for woodw.i.nds, brass, strings, and percussion. 
'!he D minor Massppens with a fanfare type of introduction built around 
the tonic chord and rhythmically defined by trumpets in a repeated pat-
38 
tern. TM.s is the mood of the Mass. Haydn, as others of this era, 
symbolized universal la'ti" and order by the use of a canon. P2 Contrast of 
tutti and solo sections or voice and instrumental sections is a subjec-
tive and effective device. In the Agnus Dei of the Theresian Mass, Haydn 
uses a solo quartet for "Dona nobis pacem", with the statements being tied 
together by orchestral motives with an instro.mental obligato. Alternation 
of chora.s sections, orchestral. sections, and solo sections gives an anti-
phonal effect which settles into unison with a ritard demanded by longer 
note values. It seems to conclude with a unison prayer. 
The symphonic mass usua.lly includes the words of the intonation of 
the :Ore do a.n:1 Gloria in the main section. Often, as in the Gloria o£ 
the Nelson Mass, the first statement is given by a soloist and repeated 
by the chorus. Mozart is inconsisten in this. The Twelfth Mass Gloria 
opens with a .full orchestra defined by a trumpet :fanfare ( •J""fl n ) 
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on the bwken tonic triad. The voices begin "With "et in terra. n The 
Credo begins with the chorus singing "patrem omnipotentem. tr Neither 
section has an intonation. In the Mass in F Major the Credo in unum 
deum is given by- the chorus, while the Gloria begins immediately with 
Et in terra. 
The Viennese masses seldom used instruments to double voice lines. 
The orchestra was an equal entity with the chorus am soloists. Each 
contributed equally. Unity and balance were attained with orchestral 
postludes, preludes, and interludes in ritornelle style. Ind.tation 
occurred within vocal parts, within instrwnental parts and often from 
. . 
one to the other. Sometimes the voices and :Instruments complemented 
each other, the inst:ru.ments picking up where the voices left off or the 
voices carrying on where the instruments stopped. 
The tendency at this time was to separate the text into small sec-
tions. The Gloria o:f the Mozart Grand Mass (C minor) is in light, small, 
complete text units,39 with the music canposed as a separate idea :for 
each unit. 
Beethoven stretched the aements of both .form and materials to the 
very limits. Adagios and largos became slower, prestos became faster, 
fortissimos louder, and pianissimos softer. ~a .feeling o.f space and 
depth and height and even time took on broadened implications in his 
masses. Sonata .form was used as a starting point .for e:x;pansion and the 
drama of Beethoven was 0ore intense and awe-inspiring than that o:f Bach, 
Mozart, and Haydn. Tilzy" motives grew into gigantic ideas when served by 
the genius o.f Beethoven. 
In the Missa Solenmis the Gloria is introduced with a tremendous 
ris:ing crash o.f .full orchestra minus only' trombones. 'lhe voices enter 
39. Gloria; Lauda.mus te; Gratias; Domine Deus; Qui tollis; Quoniam; 
Jesu Chris te; Cum sane to spiri tu. 
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on a £ortissimo level and build by a rise in pitch and the impact of one 
voiee seotion entering at a time un:til fl!IJ.l ehora.s and :tull orchestra. 
reach a dramatic el1lnax on a unison high A. Just as one e:x;pects the sec-
tion to end the orchestra sweeps forward into a sudden hovering piano 
section for "et in terra pax." These sudden changes typify Beethoven. 
The Dona nobis pacem in the Missa Solemnis is startling. With the text 
and liturgy- demanding prayer for inner peace of' soul, the music asks 
for peace from wars and desolation. Beethoven stretches the Dona nobis 
into a powerful, decisively punctuated structure. Orchestral interludes 
roar with trumpets and drums~ In one part a soprano obligato implores 
£or peace and the chorus echoes her cries. Excitement builds through 
shifted accents and dynamic contrasts. The last "dona pacem, pacem, u 
is as a fiml appeal with eyes andha.nds raised to divine power. Six 
short dramatic mea.suxes for orchestra close the great work. 
The masses of' the romantic eo.mposers used instruments for color, 
effect, and impression rather than power and digni t;r am drama as in 
the classic epoch. Schubert's Masses seem IIDre like scng cycles with 
a mass text. Often extended repetitions or deletions ruined the litur-
gical aspect, as did the superimposition of one or more texts upon anether. 
~e orchestral accompaniments are lyric for the most part. The Schubert 
masses are gems of melody am artistic beauty. The Gounod masses dis-
plq the same tendency toward lyricism but are often ove:dy sweet and 
ecstatic. The Agnus Dei in the St. Cecilia Mass is this type. It is 
long and the mood does not vary from. beginning to end. The accompani-
ment is for organ ar piano.. The lack of' orchestral color and the con-
tinued saccharine sameness lead to monotony and loss of' meaning$ 
This rather 'UD.inspiring type of mass is counter~cted by the Requiems 
of Verdi and Berlioz. Here again is found the imaginative tying together 
of voices and instruments into exei ting masterpieces. Both are e:xpres-
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sions of individual reilists; Qne deeply interested in humanity-, 
the other in himself • 
Verdi scored the Requiem for full orchestra. With very litte 
introduction the first section opens with a prayer-like attitude 
and the cha.nt-lika small chorus themes aJ. temate with solo sections 
o:f longer phrasing. The orchestra also alternates between groups 
and bassoon solo parts. Fina.J..ly chorus and orchestra join to build 
into a dramatic Kyrie and Christe which fall back into a subdued 
piano to conelade the movement. This is immediately overcome by the 
furious, tempestUous Dies I rae of tenor, with the i'1lll orchestra 
treolandos and raging scale passages. Voices and orchestra must 
climb up and down by ch:rema. ticaJ.ly embellished paths. 
The Berlioz orchestra expresses exciting colors and bombastic 
dmssonance. lhe voice lines are more impersonal than the orchestral 
parts and the work does not 1 eave one with a :feeling of religieus 
import. "Rather, as the Fantastic Symphon.r, it is a chronicle of Ber-
lioz ani his frantic search for more glaring colers. 
The text in the Masses of Bruckner are liturg:Lca.lly correct ex-
cept for repetitions. These, hot11ever, had become an accepted part 
of the 19th centur.r mass. Bruckner has intense regard for both voices 
a:od instrwnents. Tile orchestrating is in good taste and often., for ef-
fect, the voices do a phrase a cappella.Q2 Bruckner reverts back to 
oJd. er forms. In the Cum Sancto Spiri tu of the F Major Mass, the bass 
is a passacaglia on a descending four note and ascending four note 
R figure. 2 
The pattem rises in thirds until the words ''Dei Patrisu when it 
descends in thiros. A four part canon is used in the same mass for the 
''Qui com patre.n The score is for full orchestra. 
• 
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Bruckner tends back taward objectivity-. This is particularly 
noticeable in his use of instruments in the E miner Mass, which is 
scored for an eight :part ohons and winds. A feeling of early po-
lyphony resUlts £rom the a eappella entrance of the voices in the 
Kyrie after only two introductory notes on the horns. The melody 
has the feeling of a oantu.s firmus.62 The instruments often are so 
unobtrusive they are hanUy noticed. T2 In other sections such as 
the Gloria and Agnus Dei, the instrtliilents have a real acco:nq:>anying 
function and contribute boldly to the whole Mass. 
Although in the 19th century harmonic idiom, the Bruckner lTJY"S-
ticism robes the 1lSe of voices and instruments in a :roore classic lind 
objective sound than that of his contemporaries. He is of the 20th 
century. 
The contemporary masses are either written to be sung a cappella, 
with organ accollJ11rliment, or with very small instrumeBtal groups. The 
organ masses are often written with the voices echoing the coloristic 
passages of the accompaniment. The exploiting of tone distracts from 
the text. Although objective forms such as contrapuntal passages, uni-
son lines, and imitative phrases are in evidence the sound contradicts 
the eye. It is still subjective and color:t'ul in sound. U2 
The a eappella masses of this period reach a much greater stage 
of objeetivity.V2 W2 
The 20th century Mass by Igor Stravinsky stands alone in the de-
gree of objectivity reached. It is scored for a double wind quintet. 
As with Bruekner, Stravinsky does not let the instruments intrade into 
the vaiee lines. Although it is written for mixed voices, the composer 
suggests that ehildren•s voices should be used for the Discanti. The 
voice lines are simple and do not encompass a wide range. 
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The intonations of the Gloria and Credo are again given to a 
solo voioe as they were before the Viennese Masses. 
The entire 20th centur.r mass repertoire, whether neo-classic 
or tinged with romanticism, follows the liturgical text more close-
ly than their immediate predecessors. The te:x:& is once more rising 
in importance and the voice parts are written to e.xpress it. The 
18th and 19th century exploitation of solo voiees does not appear 
in any 20th century mass. The pendulum is pointing again to simpli-
ait,y and objective worship. 
.. 
Gonclusicn. 
The basic element of the Mass is the text. It has not 
changed since the 11th century. The only~eviatims occur 
inthe adjustment of tre words to the music. 
The music of the Mass has undergone many changes since 
Eope Gregory I so greatly influenced it. Within every 
change of style can be found references to the plainsong 
chanting of Gregory's time. Often thematic material sug-
gests or is actually borrowed from this early worship mu-
sic. Sometimes it is a fragment of unison singing, a mo-
dal sound~ or an antiphonal effect that looks back to the 
era of plainsong. 
Each change in the Mass must represent an expanding con-
cept of man and a different relationship of man and the uni-
verse. In the beginning the church was the intermediary be-
tween man and God. Gradually man attempted to form his own 
contacts with the eternal values, and his interest became 
more and more centered in his own powers and capabilities. 
Time and experimentation provided man with new tools. 
From the human voice reinforced by archaic and simple in-
struments his materials grew to include manyfooices singing 
many parts in combination with the great symphony orchestras 
developed by the classic era. The excitement of invention 
and lavish sound combinations was reflected in the startling 
symphonic masses whose proportions outgrew the simple state-
ments of a devout group inporporate worshipo They became 
• 
• 
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showpieces but no less sincere and no less truthful and 
no less full of praise for God and his bounty. 
The complete objectivity of the early Mass gave way 
to complete subjectivity by the 19th century. Following 
this period of colossal orchestrations and massive cho-
ruses in the Mass, the pendulum~eganto~ull back toward sim-
plicity and objectivity. The feeling of worship assumed a 
more universal attitude and has continued i~his vein to 
the present. This concept is expressed in the music by 
smaller instrumental groups, and more simple choral and solo 
sections. Elaborate arias and orchestral interludes are 
omitted. Man is again searching outside of himself for 
the answers to eternal truths. 
Through the centuries, the worship service of the 
Mass has retained its text. This is the foundation wli ch 
does not alter. The musical setting of the Mass reflects 
the mental and emotional attitude of the people of the 
time when it was written • 
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Appendix 
A. Mass (Latin, missa; French, messe; German, messe; 
Italian, messa) 
The name is derived from the term ttite, missa estn 
meaning "Depart, the congregation is dismissed." The 
phrase is sung at the end of a service. (Harvard Dic-
tionary, page 427.) 
B. Text of the Ordinary 
1. Kyrie (Fromthe Greek , Kyrie 
eleison), (Lord haw mercy). It follows the In-
troit and precedes the Gloria in excelsis. Ori-
ginally it ended the litany preceding tre Mass. 
Added in the Vth century. The Christe eleison 
(Christ have mercy) was added later. 
2. 
Kyrie eleison 
Kyrie eleison 
Kyrie eleison 
Christe eleison 
Christe eleison 
Christe eleison 
Kyrie eleison 
Kyrie elei son 
Kyrie eleison 
Lord have mercy on us. 
Lord have mercy on us. 
Lord have mercy onus. 
Christ ha~ mercy onus. 
Christ have mercy on us. 
Christ have mercy on us. 
Lord have mercy onus. 
Lord have mercy on us. 
Lord have mercy on us. 
Gloria in excelsis Deo (VI century). Angelical 
hymn found in the Eastern church as early as St. 
Athanasius. Called the Greater Doxology india-
tinction from the Gloria Patri, the lesser Doxology 
{ascription to the Trinity). 
Gloria in excelsis Deo Glory to God inthe Highest 
Gloria in excelsis Deo. Glory to God inthe Highest 
Et in terra pax And on earth peac 
hominibus bonae voluntatis. to men of good will. 
Laudamus te. We praise thee. 
Benedicimus te. We bless thee. 
Adoramus te. We adore thee. 
Glorificamus te. We glori:t'y thee. 
Gratias agimus tibi prop- We give thanks to thee 
ter magnam gloriam tuam. for thy great glory. 
Domine Deus, Rex caelestie, 0 Lord God, Heavenly King 
Deus Pater omnipotens. God the Father almighty. 
Domine Fili unigenite, Only begotten Son of the 
Jesu Christe. Father, Jesus Christ. 
Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, 0 Lord God, Lamb of God, 
Filius Patrie. Son of the Father. 
Qui tollis peccata mundi Who taketh away the sins of 
miserere nobis. the world, have mercy on ~. 
3. 
• 
·_·__;:··.--~.-.-..-.-··. 
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~ui tollis peccata mundi, Who taketh away the sins of 
suscipe deprecationem nostram. the_world, receive our 
prayer. 
~ui sedes ad dexteram Patris, Who sittest on the right ha~ 
of the Father, -
miserere nobis. 
Quoniam-tu solus Sanctus. 
Tu solus Dominus 
have mercy onus. 
For Thou only art Holy. 
Thou only art the Lord. 
Tu solus Altissimus, Jesu Christe. Thou only, 0 Jesus 
Christ, art high. 
Cum Sancto Spiritu, 
ingloria Dei Patrie. Amen. 
With the Holy Ghost, 
in the glory of God the 
Father. Amen. 
Credo (1st word of the Creed). The Creed as adopted by 
the Council of Nb ea. Statement of belief. XI century. 
(Traditional) ' • • - • '"' _. • ; 
Credo in unumDeum. 
Patrem omnipotentem, 
factorem caeli et terrae, 
visibilium omnium, et invisi-
bilium. 
l believe inane God. 
The Father omnipotent~ 
maker of Heaven & Earth, 
and of all things visible 
and invisible. 
Et in unum Dominum Jesum Christum, And inone Lord Jesus 
FiliumDei unigenitum. 
Et ex Patre natum 
ante omnia saecula. 
Deum de Deo, 
lumen de lumine, 
Deum verum de neo vero. 
Genitum, non factum, consub-
stantialem Patri: 
per quemomnia facta sunt. 
~ui propter nos homines, 
et propter nostram salutem 
descendit de caelis. 
Et incarnatus est de Spiritu 
Sancto ex Maria Virgine: 
Et homo factus est. 
Crucifixus etiampro nobis: 
Sub Pontic Pilato passus, 
et sepul tus est. 
Et resurrexi t tertia die, 
secundumScripturas. 
Et ascendit in caelum: 
sedet ad dexteram Patris. 
Et iterum venturus est 
cum gloria judicare vivos, 
et mortuos: 
cujus regni non erit finis. 
Christ, the 
Only begotten Son of _God. 
And born of the Father 
before all ages. 
God of Gods, 
Light of Light, 
True God of true God. 
Begotten, not made, being 
of one substance with the 
Father: 
By whom all things were madQ.. .. 
Who for us men, 
and for our salvation 
descended from heaven. 
And was incarnate by the 
Holy Ghost, of the Virgin 
Mary: & was made man. 
He was crucified also for u~\ 
Suffered under Pontius Pi-
late and was buried. 
And rose on the 3rd day, 
According to the scriptures 
& ascended into Heaven: 
He sitteth on the right 
hand of the Father • 
And He shall come again 
with glory to judge both 
the living & the dead: 
of whose Kingdom there 
shall be no end. 
• 
4. 
5. 
Et is Spiritum SanctUm, And I believe in the noly ~iri~ 
Dominum, et vivificantem; the Lord & giver of life· ' 
qui ex Patre Filioque procedit. who proceedeth fro~ the 
Father and the Son. Qui cum Patre, ~et Filio simul Who together with the 
adoratur, et~lorificatur: Father and the Son is 
qui locutus est :per Pro:phtas. 
Et unam sanctam catholicam 
et a:postolica.m Ecclesia.m. 
adored & glorified! 
Who s:pake by the Prophets • 
And ±n one Holy Catholic & 
Apostolic churchQ 
Confiteor unum baptisma· 
in remissionem peccatorum. 
Et exspecto resurrectionem 
mortuorum. 
Et vitam venturi saeculi. 
Amen 
I confess one Baptism 
for the remission of sins. 
And I lookfor the resurrec-
tion of the dead. 
And the life of the world 
to come. Amen. 
Sanctus and Benedictus (before V century). 
The Sanctus is an angelic hymn takenfrom Isaiah VI:3 
and Mathew XXI:9. It is the center of the service in all 
rites. The Beredictus is from Mathew XXI~9; The song of 
Zacharius, Luke 1. 
Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus Holy, Holy, Holy, 
Dominus Deus Sabaoth. Lord God of Sabaoth. 
~leni sunt caeli, et terra Heaven and earth are full 
gloria tua. of thy glory. 
Hosanna in excelsis. Hosanna in the highest. 
Benedictus qui venit in Blessed is he who cometh in 
nomine Domini. the name of the Lord. 
Hosanna in excelsis. Rosanna in the highest. 
Agnus Dei (Between the 7th and llt~enturies) 
After the Consecration and before Commmnmon of the 
Priest. 
Agnus Dei, qui tollis :peccata Lamb of God, who taketh awa~ 
mundi: miserere nobis. the sins of the world: Have 
Agnus Dei, 
ta mundi: 
{repeated) 
then: 
qui tollis pecca-
dona nobis pacem. 
mercy upon us. 
Lamb of God, who taketh_away 
the sins of the world: Giv~ 
us peace. 
c. As stated in the Preface, it was necessary to limit the 
number of actual Masses discussed since the field is much too 
vast to be encompassed in a work of this size. The following 
composers each contributed Masses to the vast repertoire of 
sacred music. Some are quite as important as those whose . 
Masses have been discussed but,in some cases it is impossible 
to examine the actual music. 
• 
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&4 - 16 centuries: 
.ll!larenzio, Luca (Italian), l560-1599, one Mass. 
Brumel, Antoine (Flemish) 1480-1520, J.5 masses (5 L'homme Arm!) 
Sale, Franciscus (d. 1599) 1 book of 5 & 6 pt. masses. 
Manton .Jean (French) 1475-1522, 9 masses (inBritish Museum) 
Clemens non Papa (d. before 1558) 10 vol. of masses 
Maistre, Matthaus de (d. 1577) 1 mass 1568 others in Mss • 
. Anerio, Felice (1560-1614) 
Anerio, Giovanni (1567-1620) brothers 
Both left masses in mse. in library of Abb/ Santini. 
One Mass, and one Requiem published by Pustet of Re-
gensburg. 
Canton, Pierre (d. 2-23-1572) 6 Masses: 
Missa tres Petro, Carton 
Sus du pont d'avignon 
Adjuva me 
Regnum mundi (1558) 
Missa pro defunctis 
Missa ad imitationem moduli (1558) 
Goudimel, Claude ll505-) 1554 - 1 mass pub. by DuChemin 
1557 or 58, 4 masses. 
Handl, Jacob {1550-1591) (Changed name to .Jacobus Gallus) 
4 vol. of Masses (16) 
Ingegneri, Marc Antonio, 2 masses 1573 and :b 87 
Senfl, Ludwig (1499-1555) in manuscript only. 
Chr$ topher Tye ( 1500-1572) Peterhouse Mass and Euge Bone we~ 
written as degree requirements. Missa sine nomine, Missa 
quia fecit. 
Talles, Thomas, 1505-1585, Missa a 4, B • .M.. add. Mss. 17802-5 
18936; Missa Salve intemerata (5 voices); B.M. add. mss. 
29246, Pet. Mss. 31324041 
Sariano, Francesco, 1549-1620, Book of Masses, 1609;4,5,6,v. 
Morales, Cristobal (Flemish writer) 3 masses left at Avila wheb 
he was maestro de capilla. Have disappe-ared. 
2 vol masses - 1544. Device used! 1 voice for the theme 
with accompaniment by other voices. (as in Palestrina's Ec-
ce sacerdos magnus } 5 part voices Tristezas me matan, 
mss. - Bst:ine Chapel 
1 voice C.F. (folk song) (Spanish) others Latin. 
Vecchi, Orfeo (1540-1604) Mass 1590, 3 books of 5 part masse& 
1588, 1598, 1602. Many in m s. 
Agricola, Alexander 5 masses invol. Misse Alex Agrecolae 
Viadana, Ladovice Grossi, 1564-1645, masses 1596 or so (1st 
to use continuo) 
Animuccia, Giovanni, 1500-1571, lst Book of Mass 1567, others 
incomplete. Bulk in Mss. form in library of SEtine Chapel. 
1.7 ..:. 19 cen."turies: 
Reinecke, Carl (1824-1910) two .masses. 
Asioli, Bonifacis (1769-1832), five masses 
D'vo~ak, ~tonin (1841-.1904), .ll/iass in DJ.. 1887; Requiem Mont~orpfi£±~pegna~u~,dan168schlsttrab, 18~0. 
' • , s ook of masses at Antwerp 
-. --:·.,. 
. --- ~ ~1'· <""'f.---
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in 1557, 2nd book of masses. 
Regnart, Jacob (d. 1600), 3 volumes of masses. 
Some based on secular scngs of German • 
• 
• 
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ABSTRACT 
Changing Musical Co:acapts of the Boma:a Mass from Maohaut to the Present • 
The Mass ia a solenm and intricate service of the Roman cat.bolic Rita 
whiell. commemorates end m;rstically repeats the sacrifice. of Christ upon the 
cross. 
The Christian. Church liturgy avo~ved from remnants carried over from 
the Hebrew services of worship plus addi tion.s made as the new church grew. 
The formative period extended to the time of Pope Gregory the first {590-
604 A.D.). Gregory is attributed with organizing the early Mass into the 
for.m. which has remained. the accepted one for m rship in the Roman catholic 
church. He was responsible for rathering together the many chants then in 
use and for their arra.ngemem.t into an. order suitable for church purposes. 
Gradually, section by section. the 1\!Iass aas"tUD.ed its present proportion.s and 
arrangement of Proper and Ordinary.. The final section to. be added to the 
~ordinary was the credo. Tbi s was added ill. the llth cen.tury. :Ma:nY centuries, 
peoples, and ideas helped to develop the great service which has ramaiaed 
in the Roman liturgy. 
Until the 14th century, all sung parts of the Mass were unison plain-
song chant in unmeasured meter and based upon the authentic and plagal church 
modes. The rhythm followed the acceJII:t of the word. 
The renaissance created a desire i:a man. to e:xpand his concepts of wor-
ship as he broadened his thinkilJg in other fields. Since the te:x:t was un-
changing it was the music which reflected the new attitude. The single line 
of music was e:x;panded to include several linear melodies sung simultaneously. 
b 
This was called polyphony and grew in importance until it reached its 
height ia the 16th century. 
Guillaume de Machaut was the first composer to set the complete text 
• of the Ordinary to music. He was followed by every important composer in 
each of: the various schools of writing. The 15th century Bergun.dian and 
Flemish schools were represented by such men as J)Ufay, Binchoi.s, Dun.stable, 
Ockeghem, Obrecht, Deprez,. Isaac, Tye,. Tallis, Byrd, Palestrina, Lassus, 
Victoria, and many others, each of whom made outstanding contributiJ.Ul.s to 
historical musical repertoire by setting the Mass to polyphonic music. 
Each reflected his own reaction to the renaissance and its indulging 
ph~losopby of man becoming acquainted with his world. 
Martin Luther was responsible for er,rstallizing the Protestant reform 
in the 16th century. This promulgated two avenues of religious thinking. 
The Roman Catholic church retained the idea of the Priest as the intermediary 
between the believer and God while the Protestant idea embraced a direct 
avenue from the believer to God. Intercession became a personal privilege 
with the intermediary Jaft out. 
The 17th century proved to be a transition to the mre subjective, high-
ly personalized Mass of the 18th and 19th centuries. Man became continually 
more cognizant of his own powar 10 Great advances were made in all the arts 
and sciences. The authority of tba church over its music gave way to court 
patronage of music and musicians. Larger forms of' music were developed as 
chang±g concepts unfolded. The opera donated the aria and recitative for.ms 
• to the Mass. Also operatic innovatilm. such as the use of' large choruses, 
solo voices in virtuosic exploitation, and new combinations such as duets, 
trios, and quartets became integrated into the Mas$. The realization of 
the importance of instruments gave rise to the symphonic orchestra. com-
posers could not resist the temptation to w.rite for these combinations. As 
c 
a result the text often ho..d to be distorted to fit the 
musical form. The le~h of the section often did not 
correlate with that of the text. The Mass became a chor-
aL.composi tion of symphonic proportions and becaus.e of 
this was often unsuitable for the service. They became 
., 
known as· concert masses and are recognized as great mas-
terpieces of music written for the sincere glorification 
of God and based on the Ordinary of the Roman rite. 
The composers whose monumental works are indicative 
of this era are Monteverdi, J'.· s. Bach, J'oseph Haydn, 
Moza~t, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, Berlioz, Liszt, 
Verdi, Faure~ Bruckner, and others. 
The rampant romanticism of the 18th and 19th centuries 
began to simmer into less subjective emotionalism in the 
20th century. Man began to turn toward more objective qua-
lities in worship as though to repienish his exhausted emo-
tions.' Spiritual content again began to be important. Na-
tionalism, within internationalism, found expression in all 
the arts. The Catholic church re-affirmed its aiscipline 
over music with the issuance of the Moru Proprio by Pope 
Pius X in 1903. This ~istorical decree stated the impor-
tance of objective spirituality in worship music, and with 
the early Plainsong Mass and those polyphonic masses (14-
16 centuries) cifr.·m~s:b19al.'.undelf·standing, :~set:-:.up:. s~ang?-rdsJ e: 
for the music of the Mass. 
The 20th century appears to be another transition 
period which is pointing toward objectivism~ It is not 
Us to know what label future generations will possible for 
attach to the present period. 
d 
Composers of today reflect ideas of each preceding 
era, including polyphony, l~lainsong, classicism, and ro-
manticism. Each of these styles is constantly appearing 
in modern dress either singly or together. 
Representative composers of today who have written 
settings to the Mass Ordinary are Villa-Lobos, Vaughan 
Williams, Kodlly, Poulenc, Langlais, Peeters, and Stra-
vinsky. Their tendency is away from large forms for 
chorus and orchestra. These masses are written for amaller 
groups, seldom include any soloists, and are complimented 
by small chamber orchestra groups. 
The study of the setting of the Mass is a barometer 
to the ethos and pathos eras in the cultural development 
of man. In the ethos eras obj~ctive masses express a 
\ 
worship idea which reaches out to all mankind and which 
is musically compatible with the mystical, abstract ex-
pression of humility and faith. During the pathos periods 
such as the 19th century, man finds a personal rapture 
and aesthetic delight in a completely subjective expres-
sion of worship. 
Twentieth century religious mentality has to cope 
with materialism and science. Worship is practically a 
Sunday affair. Very few masses have been written. Com-
posers do not feel the urge to write works when they see 
little opportunity for their performance. But who can 
say what the n~t century will bring? If the pendulum 
does swing all the way back to neo-classicism, composers 
e 
may again set the mass to music and people may again 
turn to contemporary work for ~iritual expression. 
